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Abstract
Fundamental to the design of an Ackerman steered autonomous ground vehicle is the development of a
low-level controller that effectively performs trajectory or path tracking. Though ample literature is
available on various methods for controlling ground vehicles, little information is presented on the
implementation and tuning of such controllers. Moreover, few sources extend ground vehicle control to
driving in reverse.
This work presents a novel approach to the implementation of the traditional "pure pursuit" style
controller in which a dynamic vehicle model is used to map from the path curvature specified by the pure
pursuit algorithm to the vehicle's actual steering angle. Additionally, an analytical methodology using a
linear model of straight-line path following is used to tune the pure pursuit look-ahead distance. This
pure pursuit controller is then contrasted with a simulation-based controller that uses a kinematic model
to predict the vehicle's response to a series of different steering inputs; a performance metric is used to
select the best command given these predictions. Successful trajectory control results are presented at
speeds up to 22 mph.
The second focus of this work is the control of a front-wheel steered vehicle driving in reverse. Novel to
this work is the presentation of pure pursuit as a stable solution to this problem. Pure pursuit is then
contrasted with the mechanism-based controller that was developed by Patwardhan et al. at the
University of California Berkeley. In presenting this controller, a new method employing a linear
kinematic vehicle model is used to tune the controller parameters. It is then shown that, under specific
conditions, the mechanism-based controller and the pure pursuit controller are identical. Both controllers
are then compared with the simulation-based controller adapted for driving in reverse. Results are
presented at speeds up to 6.7 mph.
Results for the implementation of these controllers were collected using a 2006 Land Rover LR3
developed for MIT's entry into the 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge. Results ultimately illustrate the
respective strengths and weaknesses of the pure pursuit class of controllers.
Thesis Co-supervisor: Karl lagnemma
Title: Principal Research Scientist
Thesis Co-supervisor: John Leonard
Title: Professor of Mechanical and Ocean Engineering
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mb .......................................... slope of voltage map when actuating brake pedal
mg ..................................... ........ slope of voltage map when actuating gas pedal
Qj ................................. vector from vehicle position to node i of path segment i
Q2 ......................... vector from vehicle position to node i+1 of path segment i
qi ................................................. extremal plants for robust control
R .............................................................................. radius of curvature
s ................................................................. speed
Scenter ............. steering wheel actuator voltage that causes the vehicle to drive straight
Schange ................................................. changeover speed for speed scheduling La
Smax.......... steering wheel actuator voltage that turns the steering wheel full to the right
Smi............. steering wheel actuator voltage that turns the steering wheel full to the left
Tit ..........
.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3600 turns of the steering wheel from full left to full right
Tmin .......................................................... minimum steady-state cruising time
u ..................................... velocity of front axle center for Stanford Controller
Uaction .......................................... pid controller output for gas/brake actuation
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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V ...................................................... vehicle velocity from center of rear axle
Vbrake ................. brake pedal actuator voltage that just begins to decelerate the vehicle
Vcmd ............................................... ................... commanded velocity
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vx ....... velocity of the vehicle's center of mass in the x direction of a body fixed frame
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x, .............................................................. x-component of vehicle's location
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Yd ........................................... desiredy position of the vehicle's center of mass
yg ............................................... y axis of goal point fixed coordinate system
yp .......................................................... y-component of vehicle's location
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a, .......................
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angle between Q, and path segment i
a2 ....................................................... angle between Q2 and path segment i
af ............................................ slip angle for front tire in a single-track model
ar ............................................ slip angle for rear tire in a single-track model
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S ............................................... control angle for mechanism-based controller
6 ................... an average of the angular position of the vehicle's front two wheels
6d ............................desired steering angle outputted from pure pursuit controller
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E ............................................... cross-track error
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a system's damping
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7 ................................................................................ pure pursuit angle
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S .......................................................................................... curvature
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n, ..................................................................... a system's natural frequency
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1 Introduction
The field of automatic vehicle control is well established and the available literature on
the topic is vast. To begin this thesis, several of the most common approaches to
automatic vehicle control will be presented. Here the intention is to show the limitations
and challenges associated with these controllers in a context that motivates the selection
of an alternative approach. This discussion will be followed by a description of the
Defense Advanced Research Project Agency's (DARPA) Urban Challenge, which funded
this work, and the associated engineering challenges. Ultimately, the goal of this research
was not to revolutionize the vehicle control field, but to quickly establish a functional
control system for MIT's first serious entry into the DARPA competition.
1.1 Background of Existing Work and Associated Limitations
The field of automatic steering control is fairly well established. Design solutions
extend from simple lead-lag controllers [31] to advanced sliding mode control concepts
[11] to the use of screw theory [32]. An exceedingly prevalent approach to automatic
steering control is the use of robust control theory, as in [1] and [2]. In this method, a
linear vehicle model is identified as having unknown parameters with a range of
obtainable values. For steering control, these parameters are usually selected as vehicle
mass and velocity. This defines an operating domain Q with extremal values ql - q4, as
illustrated in Figure 1.1.
QFigure 1.1: Representative Operating Domain for a Ground Vehicle
One design approach is to then define a linear controller and an acceptable region for
the closed loop pole locations in the s plane, often denoted as the aF boundary (illustrated
in Figure 1.2). Selecting one of the extremal plants q,, the values of the control gains k
which place the poles of the system on the boundary X are mapped. This generates a
curve which divides the space of control gains (k space) into regions which may or may
not F - stabilize the system. Here a set of gains is F stabilizing for the system qj if they
effectively place the system poles inside the aF boundary. By testing a single point from
each region of the k space, the stabilizing region is found. This process is repeated for all
extremal plants to produce overlaying F - stabilizing regions in the k space. From this, a
set of gains which stabilize the system for all the extremal plants is selected, provided
such a set of gains exist (this is not guaranteed).
mass (kg)
Velocity (m/s)
II
1
q1
Im
Figure 1.2: Example of Gamma Boundary
The final step is to verify that these gains stabilize the entire operating range, not just
the extremal plants. To verify this, the values of the unknown parameters that place the
system poles on the Xa boundary (using the selected gains in the linear controller) are
mapped. If the set of gains F - stabilizes the entire operating range, this map will yield a
curve that completely encircles the operating domain Q. Such a case is illustrated by the
solid line in Figure 1.3. Conversely, the dashed line in Figure 1.3 illustrates a case in
which the set of gains selected only stabilize the extremal plants and not the entire
operating range.
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Figure 1.3: Stabilizing Gains and Gains which Stabilize Extremal Points Only
The thorough discussion provided up to this point has been intended to illustrate
the complexity associated with robust control systems. Indeed, even greater
complications arise once more than two poles of a system are being F - stabilized and
when more than two gains are involved. In general, when this is the case, logical
assumptions have to be made in order to reduce the number of unknown gains as well as
the number of poles (or in some cases zeros) that need to be moved to two. Moreover, the
above description greatly simplifies robust control theory as the real complication lies in
finding the k space map that places the system poles on aF. Ultimately the rigor involved
in this approach and other robust control approaches, such as the H, controller [9], is a
key motivator for exploring the pure pursuit algorithm.
The literature also often contains references to sliding mode control [25]. In this
approach, a sliding manifold s(x;t) = 0 is defined over the phase plane and a
discontinuous control law is selected to drive the system states (x) onto this surface.
Referencing Figure 1.4, if the system is above the manifold, the control law u+ is used to
drive the system towards s(x;t). Conversely, if the system state is below the manifold, the
control law u- is used to drive the system towards the surface s(x;t). A challenge of
sliding mode control is that it can exhibit a chattering about the manifold with the control
switching quickly between u- and u+. In application, using this approach requires
explicitly handling this chattering affect, a non-trivial design challenge.
Figure 1.4: Sliding Manifold
A more classical approach was adopted by the SciAutonics-Aubum Engineering
team in the previous DARPA Grand Challenge [30]. Here, the transfer function from
System
)=0
vehicle yaw rate (V ) to steering input (6) was assumed second order with unknown
coefficients, as in equation 1.1.
y(s) k(s + n)
3(s) s2 + 24acns+ (1.1)
The unknown coefficients were identified by experimentally sending a chirp signal to the
steering input and curve fitting the system response. This was done at a wide range of
speeds as the unknown coefficients were found to be speed dependent. The selected
control system was then a proportional-derivative controller (PD) on heading error with
the controller gains speed scheduled to maintain fixed closed loop poles. This approach
ultimately requires a large amount of system identification, which can present a challenge
when limited space and time are available for such work.
The Stanford team that won the last DARPA Grand Challenge used the control law
presented below in equation 1.2 [29]. The relevant parameters are illustrated in Figure 1.5.
(t = (t) + tan ((t) (1.2)
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Figure 1.5: Stanford Controller Parameters
Here the underlying assumption is that the steering input should be parallel to the tangent
of the path when there is zero cross-track error (e). When cross-track error is non-zero,
the desired steer angle is supplemented by a term that is the inverse tangent of the ratio of
cross-track error to the velocity of the vehicle's front axle (u). Intuitively, for a given
speed, the larger the cross-track error the larger this term of the control law becomes.
Moreover, for a given cross-track error, this term will shrink with increasing speed. This
results in a rather intuitive behavior. Moreover, it can be shown that for a small cross-
track error the error will converge to zero exponentially.
Many automatic steering controllers, especially those involving linear control,
measure cross-track error from a point some distance ahead of the vehicle, as illustrated
in Figure 1.6. This distance is commonly termed the look-ahead (La) distance. In general,
the use of a look-ahead distance is thought to yield results that more closely match human
driving [21] by replicating a driver's ability to preview the road ahead. Often, in order to
ensure stability, the magnitude of this look-ahead distance is dynamically adjusted with
speed, as in [7] and [14]. It should be understood that a real sensor is not projected in
front of the vehicle to make this measurement, but rather an estimate of the vehicle's yaw
and knowledge of the desired path are used to geometrically calculate the cross-track
error at the look-ahead point. The converse approach is to use a look-down reference
system in which measurements are taken from positions on the vehicle. Experiments in
which a single front bumper (or axle) sensor is used are generally only conducted at low
speeds. However, this point should not be overstated as systems utilizing measurements
of error at multiple locations, such as at the front and rear bumper [12], have proven
stable at highway speeds. As will be presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, pure pursuit
control schemes use a slightly different definition of a look-ahead distance. Specifically,
the look-ahead distance is used to define the radius of a circle that encloses the vehicle.
The intersection of this circle with the path then defines a goal point that the vehicle is
directed towards.
Figure 1.6: Look-ahead Distance
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, a myriad of control approaches exist
for automatic steering control and only a small cross-section of the available methods has
been presented here. It should be noted that many works revolve around adapting
different control strategies to a variety of different sensor types. For instance, in the
California PATH program [26], control algorithms were designed to work in conjunction
with magnetic markers placed in the road. Sensors mounted at key locations on the
vehicle detected cross-track error relative to these markers and the orientation of the
vehicle with respect to the road was inferred. With regard to the DARPA Grand
Challenge and the DARPA Urban Challenge, much of the work revolves around systems
which make use of an IMU and a GPS receiver, as in [5], [13], [19], and [24]. An IMU is
an inertial measurement unit that uses gyroscopes to provide accurate roll, pitch, and yaw
rate information on a vehicle. Additionally, many IMUs include accelerometers which
provide linear acceleration information. Most teams participating in the DARPA
challenges then used global positioning satellite (GPS) information to correct the drift
associated with IMU sensors. A highly accurate 6-DOF estimate of a vehicle's position
can then be obtained using Kalman Filters or Extended Kalman Filters. It is noted here
that there is ample literature on this subject and that the issue of vehicle state estimation
is not addressed in this thesis; it is assumed that this information is readily available.
1.2 MIT and the DARPA Urban Challenge
This work was conducted as part of MIT's first serious entry into the DARPA
challenges. The DARPA Urban Challenge, or DUC for short, is intended to motivate the
research necessary for developing autonomous vehicles for military application. The goal
is to replace soldier driven vehicles with autonomous vehicles that can robustly execute
the tasks assigned to them. The Urban Challenge specifically aims to have autonomous
vehicles conduct simulated supplying missions inside of complex urban environments.
The DUC and the previous DARPA Grand Challenges were initiated as a result of a 2001
congressional mandate (i.e. National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2001,
Public Law 106-398, Section 220) to have one-third of all ground, combat vehicles
unmanned by 2015. Given the obvious military applications, however, the field of
autonomous ground vehicles has the potential to revolutionize both warfare and the lives
of everyday civilians. The California PATH program, for instance, was motivated by an
effort to create autonomous highway systems that would reduce passenger vehicle
accidents while increasing the volume of traffic flow on the United States' existing road
infrastructure. Considering any industry, few would not benefit from the addition of
autonomous ground vehicles. As such, the field of unmanned ground vehicles is nearly
ubiquitous in its range of applications.
The DUC differs from the previous challenges in that it will be conducted in an
urban environment, as aforementioned, with moving traffic. This necessitates being able
to identify traffic signals, road markings, moving vehicles, static obstacles, and
pedestrians. Additionally, the vehicle has to interact with traffic in a natural fashion
through intersections, passing, changing lanes, and merging. A resulting key challenge is
then the need to execute maneuvers in reverse. A traditional human driver does not drive
for extended periods of time in reverse, but often uses this gear setting to execute three-
point turns, k-turns, and parking maneuvers. Assuming that any effective autonomous
ground vehicle will exceed the capabilities of the average human driver, the decision was
made by Team MIT to implement a robust reverse-driving controller that matches the
performance of the forward-driving controller at low speeds (3 - 4 m/s). In terms of
military applications, a vehicle could be faced with the option of executing a slow n-point
turn or executing a rapid reversing procedure over a much longer, more complicated path.
If the movement of supplies in an expeditious manner is critical, the vehicle should be
able to effectively execute the latter of these options with no increase in the likelihood of
failure. The work presented here is thus focused on selecting and developing a robust
controller for traditional forward driving as well as driving in reverse.
In entering the DUC, MIT was at a distinct disadvantage because it had not
participated in any of the previous challenges. Many competing teams already had
several years of experience and could focus on the new challenges associated with the
DUC by relying upon the low-level control systems they had already developed and
robustly tested. Team MIT thus endeavored to select an approach that could be rapidly
implemented so that the strict milestones set forth in the DUC schedule would be met.
Indeed the entire project of developing a fully autonomous ground vehicle was to be
completed in under a year and a half. This placed three key restrictions on the low-level
controller design. First, the approach had to have a history of robust, stable performance.
Second, the low-level control system was to require a minimal amount of system
identification so that different vehicles could be rapidly brought on board. Finally, the
controller was to be implemented in such a way that future work involving different
control laws could be achieved with minimal adjustment to the system's infrastructure.
To begin, Team MIT has been built around two vehicles. The test bed is a 2006 Ford
Escape named Talos-I while the race vehicle is a Land Rover LR3 referenced as Talos-II
(details on both of these vehicle's are provided in Appendix C). Drive-by-wire control
systems purchased from Electronic Mobility Controls (EMC) have been installed on both
vehicles. This system is generally used by disabled drivers and entails placing an actuator
on the steering wheel as well as a single motor on both the gas and brake. These servo
mechanisms then receive commands from the vehicle controller, which is the focus of
this work. In general the distinction between the vehicle controller and the actuator
controller (PID based) will not be made, but it should be implicitly understood. This is
illustrated schematically in Figure 1.7. In general, from the perspective of planning, this
is a severe simplification of the system. However, for the purposes of this thesis, this
simplification will suffice.
Figure 1.7: High-Level View of System Control
The vehicle control scheme adopted for this work was the pure pursuit class of
controllers. This type of controller offers several key advantages over the controllers
discussed in section 1.1. First, these controllers are simple to implement and have a
history of robust operation. Thus, this controls approach satisfied one of the key design
requirements originally outlined by Team MIT. The traditional implementation of this
controller often relies upon field testing to refine performance. Alternatively, this work
will present a novel method for tuning the pure pursuit controller that uses linearized
models and a simple pole-zero analysis. This provided a guarantee on stability prior to
any field work and helped reduce development time. Moreover, Chapter 4 will present a
variation on the pure pursuit controller that used a dynamic vehicle model as opposed to
the traditional Ackerman based model. Analysis showed that this approach yields an
increase in performance at higher speed. Moreover, this alteration to the traditional pure
pursuit controller required only simple system identification and was thus consistent with
MIT's design philosophy. Additionally, a variation on pure pursuit in which a forward
simulation of the vehicle's performance is used to select the best steering input was
investigated. This variation ultimately improved stability in situations in which the
vehicle's initial steer angle was poorly aligned with the desired heading direction. In less
extreme situations, this approach performed nearly identical with the traditional pure
pursuit controller.
A second advantage of the pure pursuit class of controllers is that these controllers
are flexible with respect to path representation. Unlike many linear controllers, this
approach places no restriction on the smoothness of the path specified by the planner. As
a result, the designers working on the planner are afforded much greater freedom to
develop a variety of algorithms. Ultimately, Team MIT selected an algorithm in which
paths were represented by piece-wise linear segments.
Finally, this work will show that the pure pursuit style of controller is stable for
driving in reverse and is amenable to the aforementioned pole-zero analysis. Additionally,
the reverse controller developed in [22] is investigated. Chapter 5 presents this controller
along with a novel tuning procedure. Ultimately, it is shown that this controller is
equivalent to a pure pursuit style of controller with the addition of a second tuning
parameter. Though not pertinent to the fast implementation of a pure pursuit style
controller, the controller of [22] is also shown to be adaptable to forward driving in
Appendix B.
A safety concern for any autonomous ground vehicle project is that the controller
will issue a command which may cause the vehicle to begin laterally sliding or
potentially rollover. To combat these dangerous conditions, Appendix A presents
modeling techniques that constrain the controller commands to a safe operating range
given the vehicle's current traveling speed and orientation.
Ultimately the work presented here serves as the documentation of the control
system used by Team MIT in the first DARPA Urban Challenge. As additional
challenges are held, it is expected that the results of this work will be built upon and
extended by future members of Team MIT. Given this expectation, a strong effort was
made to develop a system architecture that could easily adapt to new control laws. That is
the focus of Chapter 2 of this work. Though this chapter offers a preview of the pure
pursuit style of controller, it aims to help explain some of the significant coding decisions
that were made in implementing the current control system. In presenting this work as a
whole, it is the hope of the author that future controls work will be completed simply and
easily with little start up time.
2 Finding Control Feedback
Parameters
This chapter will discuss the search algorithms required for the identification of
parameters used by the pure pursuit controller. These searches include the search for the
vehicle's position as projected onto the path and the associated cross-track error, the
search for the pure pursuit goal point, as well as a pre-search to help initialize these two
searches. Implementing these algorithms as searches ultimately helps create a system that
is robust to large cross-track errors and poor path tracking. Interestingly, the topic of
these searches or similarly motivated algorithms is largely ignored in autonomous, path-
tracking literature. However, much of the time cost associated with implementing and
developing the pure pursuit controller (or any controller for that matter) is accounted for
here. Because this material is so fundamental and may be generalized to alternative
control schemes, it is presented first.
2.1 Representing the Path
In order to determine the relevant parameters for implementing the pure pursuit
control law, a convention for representing the desired vehicle path has to be fixed upon.
From a higher-level planning perspective, it is preferred not to constrain the manner in
which paths are generated. To avoid this, paths shall be represented in a piece-wise linear
fashion. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, a smooth trajectory having continuous first and
second order derivatives would be represented by a dense list of points in which linear
path segments join one point to the next. The denser the list of points, the more closely
the piece-wise-linear path will approximate the true path. Thus this approach to path
representation can be conceptualized as a discretization of a smooth path as well a means
for generating non-smooth paths. Adopting this convention now allows the higher-level
planner to generate paths under any convention (polynomials, clothoids, etc ...) so long
as the path is discretized as a series of points before it is sent to the controller. It should
be noted that the points defining the path and individual path segments will subsequently
be referred to as nodes.
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Figure 2.1: Piecewise Linear Path Representation
Several assumptions are made about how these piecewise linear paths are
communicated to the controller. First, it is assumed that the discrete nodes defining the
path are contained in an ordered list. The order of these nodes is the order in which each
l-+J
N
node should be reached (the i-th node should be reached before node i+]). Second, it is
assumed that all of the piece-wise linear segments are connected. As illustrated above in
Figure 2.1, the controller will automatically connect points with a straight line. Thirdly, it
is assumed that the direction of travel is always from node i to node i+1 (this assumption
is implied by the previous assumptions, but is stated explicitly for clarity). As a
consequence of these assumptions, a path segment is referenced by the i-th node which
initializes it. More precisely, a segment joining node i to node i+1 is referenced as
segment i. Finally, it is assumed that all paths are given in a two-dimensional plane in
which every node has coordinates (i,, iy).
2.2 Search for Position
We choose to define cross-track error (e), referring to Figure 2.2, as the length of
the line segment that passes through the vehicle's center of gravity (c.g.) and is
perpendicular to the path tangent. The point at which this line intersects the path is
defined as the vehicle's projected location on the path (Lx, Ly). From this point forward,
the path segment in which the vehicle's projected location lies will be referred to as the
relevant path segment. Rigorously defining relevancy is critical as it is often the case that
multiple line segments in a single path allow for a valid calculation of e. As such, the
remainder of this section will outline the definition for relevant as it is the foundation for
determining both e and (L., Ly). Moreover, the search for the relevant path segment is
critical in that it facilitates the search for the pure pursuit goal point (section 2.4).
As a result of the assumptions in section 2.1, the determination of whether a path
segment is relevant or not becomes a geometric problem. The search strategy is to then
proceed through the list of nodes and inspect to see if a path segment is relevant. If a
segment is not relevant, the search proceeds to the next segment defined in the list of
nodes. Inherently there are several caveats that should be noted here. First, this approach
has no means to distinguish between multiple segments that satisfy the conditions for
relevancy. As such, a pre-search that will be explained in section 2.3 will be used to
locate the vehicle in the path every time a new path plan is sent to the controller. The
relevancy search algorithm is then able to safely select the first segment in the list of
nodes that is relevant and terminate. Second, for long paths or highly discretized paths,
this approach will be inefficient. To improve this, the search algorithm keeps track of the
last path segment that was found to be relevant and initializes the next search from this
location in the list of nodes. This counter must, of course, be reset every time a new path
is received.
Figure 2.2: Cross-track Error
The determination of whether a path segment is relevant requires the calculation
of several parameters. Referring to Figure 2.3, the vector Q, is the vector from the i-th
node to the vehicle's c.g. location. The vector Q2 is the vector from the vehicle's c.g.
location to node i+1. The angles from these vectors to the path segment are a, and a2
respectively. Finally, the angle from the i-th to the i+l-th path segment is 0. Here the
subscripts I and 2 denote the first (i-th) and second (i+l-th) nodes of a path segment, not
the first and second nodes in a node list. In implementing the search for relevancy, these
parameters are all calculated upon the inspection of each path segment. Additionally, the
signs of all angles are defined by a right-handed coordinate system in which the z axis is
projected out of the page. Moreover, it is assumed that these parameters and the path are
all defined in the same coordinate system in which the vehicle's position is known. It is
also assumed that knowledge of the vehicle's position and orientation is available, as
noted in Chapter 1 of this thesis.
Figure 2.3: Vehicle Relative Position Parameters
In the most trivial case of a series of straight path segments, relevancy is defined
by the dashed boundary lines illustrated in Figure 2.4. These lines project from the nodes
defining a path segment and are perpendicular to the path itself. If the vehicle's position
lays between the bounding lines of nodes i and i+1, then segment i is relevant and the
vehicle's projected location lies on this segment.
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Figure 2.4: Relevancy Regions for a Simple Linear Path
The case illustrated in Figure 2.4 is unrealistic; it would be redundant for a higher
level planner to develop a series of collinear path segments as opposed to a single path
segment of identical length. However, this case is illustrative of the overall concept of
relevancy and the methodology that will follow throughout this section. Analyzing Figure
2.4, one finds that both la I and Ia2I dictate relevancy. If the magnitudes of both of these
angles are less than or equal to 7r/2, then the segment is relevant. If the magnitude of
either of these angles is greater than R/2, then the segment is not relevant. Ultimately,
every relevant path segment satisfies these conditions. The determination of relevancy is,
however, made significantly more complicated by path segments which are not collinear.
As illustrated in Figure 2.5, the bounding lines for non-collinear path segments create an
overlapping zone on the inside of a turn and a dead zone on the outside of a turn.
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Figure 2.5: Relevancy Zones For Non-Collinear Segments
Referring to Figure 2.6, we define what will be termed the bisector angle f as half
of the angle between two joined line segments (f8 = 9/2). If the vehicle is on the inside of
a turn defined by segments i and i+1, relevancy switches from segment i to segment i+1
when the vehicle crosses the line bisecting these two segments. This effectively
eliminates the ambiguity associated with the overlapping zone and ensures that the
vehicle's position on the path is continuous. Analyzing the geometry of Figure 2.6
reveals that one of the following two conditions must be verified for a vehicle to be
traveling on the inside of a turn:
a2 < 0 and/ >0 (2.1)
or
a 2 _ 0 and f <0 (2.2)
i+2
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Outside of Turn
Conditions 2.1 and 2.2 facilitate the evaluation of four potential cases: the vehicle is on
the inside of a turn, the vehicle is on the outside of a turn, the vehicle is in a dead zone, or
the first node is in front of the vehicle.
i. Inside of Turn
In this case, either condition 2.1 or condition 2.2 is satisfied. If the segment is
relevant, then the following condition will also be met:
Ia21 1,1P (2.3)
If condition 2.3 fails, then the vehicle is on the inside of a turn and the segment under
inspection is not relevant because the vehicle has crossed the bisecting line. A case in
which conditions 2.1 and 2.3 are satisfied is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Vehicle Traveling on the Inside of a Turn
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ii. Outside of Turn
If conditions 2.1 and 2.2 both fail, then the vehicle is traveling on the outside of a
turn and the vehicle's position relative to a bisecting line does not need to be evaluated. If
the magnitudes of both al and a2 are less than or equal to i/2, then the vehicle is on the
outside of the turn and the segment is relevant. If the magnitude of either al or a2 is
greater than c/2, then the vehicle is on the outside of a turn and the path segment is either
not relevant or the vehicle is in a dead-zone.
iii. Dead-Zone
The dead zone case is now presented in Figure 2.7. In this instance, the vehicle is on
the outside of a turn, but it is ambiguous as to whether segment i or i+1 is relevant. The
ambiguity occurs because Ia21 for segment i is greater than r/2 and all for segment i+1
is also greater than r/2. To verify that the vehicle is in the dead zone, conditions 2.1 and
2.2 must fail and the following two conditions must be met:
Ia2I>
& (2.4)
1a2l1 -9I 2 < o
If these conditions are verified, the comer point i+1 is selected as the vehicle's position
on the path. The cross-track error is then defined as the distance to this point. In order
that some segment is always considered relevant, the i-th segment is chosen as the
relevant path segment. This is done so that the search algorithm can initialize the next
search from this location in the node list. If the i+l-th segment were defined as the
relevant segment, at the next iteration the search algorithm would not be able to identify
if the vehicle was still in the dead zone as the search algorithm always looks forward in
the list of nodes. Once the vehicle leaves the dead zone, the previous cases are applied.
Figure 2.7: Dead Zone Case
iv. First Node in Front of Vehicle
As a final consideration, if the magnitude of a, from the first node in a new path list
is verified as being greater than 7r/2, then the first path segment is assumed in front of the
vehicle. This case might occur if the higher level planner plans from a point some
distance in front of the vehicle as opposed to the vehicle's c.g. position at the time of
planning. In order that the vehicle will proceed along the path, the first segment is
selected as the relevant segment. An illustration of this case is presented in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: First Node in Front of Vehicle
To summarize the potential cases, Table 2.1 is presented below. Here only the
conditions that are necessary and sufficient to verify the case are listed.
Verified Condition
First Node in Front of
Vehicle
Inside of Turn -
Relevant
Inside of Turn - Not
Relevant
Outside of Turn -
Relevant
Outside of Turn - Not
Relevant
Dead Zone
1al > Zr/2&ir= 1
lall r1/2
a 2 < 0 & f >0 (2.1)
or a 2 > 0 & , <0 (2.2)
1a21-• IPI (2.3)
al ir 1/2
a2 <0 & fi>0 (2.1)
Ora 2 2 0 & f <0(2.2)
lall I /2, Ia2 1_ ;r/2
al I <r /2, 1a2 > r/2
lal < •(/2
1a21- 91 - §<0, 1a2 > (2.4)2
1a2•1- If (2.3)
a 2  0 & fl>0 (2.1)
a 2 2 0 & f<0(2.2)
a 2  0 &fl>0 (2.1)
a 2 > 0 & J <0(2.2)
la2 -101- 2 < 0 (2.4)
a2 !0 & J>0 (2.1)
a 2 Ž 0 &fl <0(2.2)
Table 2.1: Case and Conditions for Relevancy
A flow diagram illustrating this relevancy search is provided in Figure 2.9.
Case Failing Conditions
Figure 2.9: Flow Diagram for Finding Relevance
Once the relevant segment is selected, provided it is not a dead zone case, the
cross-track error (e) is defined simply below:
= -IQ Isin a, (2.5)
The cross-track error is a vector quantity as it will have both a direction and a magnitude.
One can consider a coordinate system with its origin located at the i-th node with the x
axis directed along the relevant line segment and the z axis projected out of the page. A
positive cross-track error is then in the positive y direction and a negative cross-track
error is in the negative y direction, relative to this path-segment fixed coordinate system.
Additionally, the x and y coordinates of the vehicle's projected location (as represented in
an identical coordinate system as the desired path and the vehicle's position) are defined
as:
Q1 Ix cos al
(Lx,Ly) = ix+ 2 + 2  , i +
Vx Y
(2.6)
This equation is applied even in case iv (First Node in Front of Vehicle).
Finally, the vehicle's distance along the relevant path segment is defined as the
distance between the point (L, Ly) and (ix, iy). This value is presented below in equation
2.7. In the dead zone case, Dap will be equivalent to the length of the i-th path segment. In
the case in which the first path segment is in front of the vehicle, Dp is assigned a
negative value and (L,Ly) are still defined as in equation 2.6.
Dap = V(Lx -ix) 2 +(LY -iy) 2  (2.7)
This quantity proves useful for a number of different control's approaches. Specifically,
[16] proposes an approach in which steering and speed control are coupled, thereby
making it necessary to track the vehicle's progress along the path and compare that
quantity with the expected position of the vehicle at that instant. Using equation 2.7 and
summing Dap with the lengths of all preceding path segments then provides an estimate of
the total distance the vehicle has traveled along the path.
Consideration must now be given to how the vehicle's projected location on the path
and the associated cross-track error are defined as the vehicle completes a path. The
search algorithm can easily identify such a situation if the previously relevant path
segment is the last segment defined by the node list and the magnitude of a2 is greater
than a/2. If this is the case, the search algorithm extends the last path segment to infinity
and proceeds to determine cross-track error and the vehicle's projected location from
equations 2.5 and 2.6.
2.3 Pre-Search
The search for a vehicle's projected location on the path can be complicated by
sending the vehicle the path at some time t and then resending the identical path (or a
nearly identical path) at a later time t+At. In practice, this situation might arise for several
reasons. As an example, the higher-level path planner sends a path and the low-level
controller immediately attempts to track this path. Before the path planner supplants the
current path with a new one, a sub-routine (using additional sensor data, such as GPS
information), may update the location of the nodes defining the existing path. This update
will result in the controller receiving a nearly identical path to the one it is already
executing. In the case of the path illustrated in Figure 2.10, the vehicle would select the
first path segment as the relevant path segment rather than correctly selecting the third
path segment. This occurs because multiple path segments satisfy relevancy conditions
and the algorithm of section 2.2 treats every path it receives as new and will
automatically reset and select the first relevant path segment. As a result it is imperative
that the vehicle competently initialize its position along any path it receives.
The typical approach [8] to this problem is to begin searching for the relevant path
segment by searching for the closest node. That is to say, the path segment with the
closest point i will be selected to initialize the search algorithm discussed in sections 2.2.
As a consideration in implementing this approach, because a path is defined by the i-th
segment, it must be determined whether the closest point is generally in front of or behind
the vehicle. If the point is in front of the vehicle, all proceeding searches should be
initialized at the i-1 path segment. If the closest node is generally behind the vehicle, that
node may be used to initialize the search. This is a result of the convention selected for
referencing path segments. It is here noted that a node is considered in front of the
vehicle if the magnitude of the angle between the x axis of the vehicle's body fixed frame
and a vector joining the origin of this frame and the node is less then in/2. Otherwise the
node is considered behind the vehicle. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: Node Position Relative to Vehicle
In practice, this approach works well. However, in the case illustrated in Figure
2.10, the nodes are orientated such that node 1 is the closest node. If the path was resent
at this point, the vehicle would still begin tracking the first line segment which had
already been traversed. An intuitive approach to solving this problem would be to discard
path segments which would require a full 1800 (or a near 1800) turn. However, this
requires an arbitrary metric or weighting function for defining what is too great a change
in orientation. This may work well with many control algorithms, but this approach will
eliminate a key feature of pure pursuit. Specifically, to initiate a turn around maneuver in
pure pursuit, the path can be specified precisely (an arc or a loop), or a path consisting of
I
a line directly behind the vehicle can be sent and the pure pursuit algorithm will initiate
the turn automatically. This will be explained in greater detail in Chapters 4 and 5.
To preserve this capability as well as eliminate the complication of sending identical
paths repeatedly, a search for the segment with the smallest cross-track error is done as a
pre-search to initialize all other searches. The search process is to select each path
segment and check for relevancy. If the segment is relevant, the cross-track error is
calculated and stored in memory along with the segment number. If the segment is not
relevant, no action is taken. The segment with the smallest cross-track error is selected as
the segment at which all proceeding searches should be initialized.
In general, this approach works well but is not fail safe. A situation in which two
segments have identical cross-track error could arise. In such a case, the segment which is
more closely aligned with the vehicle's heading should be selected. This approach will
safely select the correct segment when the vehicle is tracking the path within a reasonable
tolerance and will make a reasonable decision when there are multiple path segments to
consider.
An argument can be made that this search is unnecessary as long as any existing path
is pruned of traversed path segments before it is resent. However, this can be a non-trivial
problem if the path is shifting due to GPS fluctuations. A segment can be considered
traversed or completed at one time, but incomplete once new GPS data is taken. Thus the
addition of a pre-search adds a layer of redundancy even if conservative pruning is done
to the path.
2.4 Search for Goal Point
The pure pursuit control algorithm selects a look-ahead distance (La) which defines
a virtual circle surrounding the vehicle's position at any point in time. The point at which
this circle intersects the path defines the goal point (Gx, Gy), as illustrated in Figure 2.12.
The steering commands issued by the pure pursuit controller then use the goal point as an
instantaneous target, as will be explained in greater detail in section 4.1. As with the
search of section 2.2, it is necessary to search for this goal point in a robust fashion. The
decision to represent the path with piece-wise linear segments now becomes particularly
convenient. The intersection of a circle and a polynomial is a non-trivial problem to solve
analytical. The intersection of a line and a circle is, however, very convenient to solve.
Figure 2.12: Goal Point for Pure Pursuit
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The search for the goal point involves sequentially inspecting each path segment
to determine if the goal point lies along that portion of the path. As in section 2.2, there
are a finite number of cases that must be considered and the remainder of this section will
present those cases. It is assumed before the search for the goal point is initiated, however,
that the following pieces of information are already known: the relevant section, the
vehicle's location on the path, and the cross-track error. All of this information is
garnered by running the search of section 2.2 prior to this algorithm.
i. First Node Outside Virtual Circle
The search algorithm initially checks to see if the relevant line segment is the first
path segment. If this is the case and the first node is also found to be outside of the
vehicle's virtual circle, then the first node in the node list is chosen as the initial goal
point. This condition is checked by verifying that the magnitudes of Q1 and Q2 (for the
first path segment) are both greater than La and that the magnitude of al is greater than
Xr/2.
ii. Common Case
The search proceeds to check whether the magnitude of Q, is less than La and the
magnitude of Q2 is greater than La. If this is the case, it is obvious that the intersection of
the vehicle's virtual circle and the path occurs along the i-th segment. Referring to Figure
2.12, the distance P can be found by applying the law of cosines twice, resulting in the
following pair of equations:
La2 =p 2 + I •1 2 - 2P)Q Icos y (2.8)
IQ2I= 1 12 +L 2 - 2L, IQ cosy (2.9)
Here Lp is the length of the path segment in which the goal point is to be found. The
solution to the system is then given by the following:
Q212 I1  -1L 2
cosy = -2LQ (2.10)
- 2LpIQiI
P=IQlIcosr+ V 2 (COS27-1)+La 2  (2.11)
The location of the goal point is then simply given below:
ix+l-ix - iy(Gx,G) = P ix+ ix +1 (ix )  (2.12)
LP LP
With a dense set of nodes, the above case will be the most frequently applied,
thereby justifying the name common case.
iii. Two Intersection Points
When large line segments define the path, several other situations may occur. In the
case illustrated in Figure 2.13, the magnitude of Q, and Q2 are greater than the look-ahead
distance La, but the virtual circle still intersects the illustrated path segment. This
situation is then identified by the fact that the cross-track error is less than the magnitude
of the look-ahead distance. It is clear that:
P = La2 -2 . (2.13)
The coordinates of the goal point are then defined as the following:
(Gx'Gy) p(ix+l_-ix iy+l -iy(GxG) = P ix+-ix Y Y +(Lx,Ly ) . (2.14)
LP LP
It should be noted that this case only needs to be considered for the relevant path segment.
More precisely, as the algorithm iterates through the path segments, it can stop
considering this case once it has proceeded beyond the relevant path segment.
i+1
Figure 2.13: Goal Point Determination for Large Path Segments
iv. No Intersection Points
Instances in which the virtual circle no longer intersects the relevant path segment
must now be considered. The case considered first is identical to the one illustrated in
Figure 2.13, but now the cross-track error is greater than the look-ahead distance (QI and
Q2 are both still assumed greater than La). In this instance, the goal point is not clearly
defined and a selection must be made such that the pure pursuit controller corrects for
this cross-track error in a stable manner. This is an issue that will be addressed in greater
detail in section 4.4. For now, the closest point on the path is selected as the goal point.
As such the goal point is given as the following:
(Gx, GY) Dap i + (i y) (2.15)( PLP)
(Gx,
Here Dap is defined as in equation 2.7.
v. Goal Point Dead Zone
As with the relevancy search, there is an analog to the dead zone case in which the
relevant line segment is ill-defined and the vehicle's virtual circle does not intersect any
path segment. This situation can only arise when the relevancy search finds the vehicle
located in a dead zone. However, the lack of a clearly defined relevant path segment with
regards to the vehicle's position does not guarantee that a goal point is not well-defined.
If the cross-track error (which in the dead zone case is the distance to the point i+l, where
i is the enumerator for the relevant segment) is less than the look-ahead distance, then the
common case will apply for a proceeding line segment. This condition ensures that the
i+1-th path segment intersects the virtual circle. If however, the cross-track error, Q1, and
Q2 (as measured from the relevant path segment) are all greater than La, then equation
2.15 is used to define the goal point. Thus the goal point will remain the point i+1 until
the vehicle is no longer in the dead zone or the virtual circle intersects the path again.
This case will be referred to as the goal point dead zone case so that the correlation with
the dead zone relevancy check is clear. A graphical illustration of this case is presented in
Figure 2.14.
(G,,G,)
Figure 2.14: Goal Point Dead Zone
As illustrated in Figure 2.13, multiple intersections of the virtual circle can and will
occur. The manner in which the goal point is defined in the above cases, however,
ensures that the goal point is always the intersection point that is the furthest along the
path segment in the direction of travel.
In summary, this search procedure first checks the relevant line segment for all cases.
If none of these cases is verified on the relevant line segment, then the search algorithm
proceeds to the next line segment. However, at this point, the search algorithm will only
consider the common case (ii). This is for the reason that cross-track error is only defined
for the relevant line segment and cases other than the common case cannot occur outside
of the relevant line segment.
A flow diagram of this search is presented in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Flow Diagram for Goal Point Search
It is noted here that in implementing the search algorithm, cases iv and v (no
intersection point and goal point dead zone cases respectively) are indistinguishable as a
result of the way the relevant path segment is selected when the vehicle is located in a
dead-zone. In principle, however, these cases are different and are thus differentiated in
this presentation of the search. A table illustrating the cases is presented below in Table
2.2. Here ir is the index of the relevant path segment.
r% fy r N
Conditions
First Node Outside
Virtual Circle
Two Intersection
Points
No Intersection Points
Goal Point Dead Zone
One Intersection Point
(Common Case)
ir
1r
lr
ird
IQaI > La, IQ21 > La, 6lal >ar/2
oQ1 > Laq J2J> La, 5La, alJ- / 2
lQ1l > La, 1Q21 > La, e > La,la2 •< r1/2
IQl[ > La, 121 > La, E> La,1a21> ar/2
IQl >Lag Q21 La
Table 2.2: Cases and Conditions for Goal Point Search
In searching for a goal point, consideration must be given to how to define a goal
point as the path comes to an end. As the last node enters the virtual circle surrounding
the car, the goal point search identifies this situation and extends the last path segment to
infinity. Such a situation is identified by checking the magnitude of Q2 for the last path
segment, assuming it is the relevant path segment. This approach ensures that a goal point
is always defined by equations 2.13 and 2.14. This is analogous to the approach taken in
the relevancy search.
An alternative approach to the one presented here is to choose a step size AL and
move sequentially along the path [15]. At every step the distance from the vehicle to the
current point on the path is calculated. When this distance goes from being less than to
greater than the value of La, the intersection point has been passed. The location at which
this change occurs can then be used to approximate the location of the goal point. To
initiate this search one could use the vehicle's projected location onto the path. This
SegmentCase
approach suffers from two limitations: the precision at which the goal point is known is
dictated by selecting an arbitrary step size and there is no clear way to handle the no
intersection point case. Moreover, when a larger look-ahead distance is used or when a
complicated path is involved, this process could be quite slow.
2.5 Alternative Controllers
The algorithms presented here are applicable to alternative vehicle controllers, not
just the pure pursuit controller. As alluded to in Chapter 1, many control algorithms use a
fixed look-ahead distance, as in Figure 1.6. To calculate the cross-track error for this
look-ahead distance, the relevancy search can be implemented with the vehicle's position
(xp,yp) adjusted to the look-ahead location (L, Lay). This conversion is easily done using
the look-ahead distance (Lq) and the vehicle's orientation (V) in a global coordinate frame,
as in equation 2.16.
(La,Lay) = (Xp + La cos(Wy),yp + La sin(Vy)) (2.16)
The relevancy search is also applicable to any of the control schemes discussed in
Chapter 1. These approaches all rely upon cross-track information which can be easily
extracted from this search algorithm. Additionally, the Stanford controller also uses
knowledge of the path tangent at the vehicle's projected location (L, Ly). This is easily
approximated once the relevant line segment is known.
As a result of adopting the approach presented here, a control scheme which is not
tightly coupled to the planner's choice of path representation can be easily developed. As
a result of this, control laws and planning algorithms may be changed with little to no
alterations made to these core search algorithms.
2.6 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter explored three major concepts: how to represent a path, how to search
for the vehicle's position along the path, and how to search for the goal point that will be
used by the pure pursuit controller. In general, these search algorithms are entirely
geometric; having a list of nodes defining a path and the vehicle's position facilitates all
the requisite calculations. As mentioned briefly in section 2.4, alternative search
algorithms are applicable and may prove slightly more computationally efficient with
some associated cost in accuracy. However, the implementation of the algorithms
presented here is by no means computationally intensive, especially considering
commonly available computational resources. As such, the precision of these algorithms
in determining the cross-track error, the vehicle's location on the path, and the location of
the goal point is predicated only on the degree to which the path is discretized and how
accurately the vehicle's true location is known. This is the primary motivation for
implementing the above approach.
As briefly mentioned in section 2.1, the vehicle's external world is treated as a two
dimensional plane. Additional complexity arises if the previous algorithms are to be
extended to three dimensional paths (each node would have an elevation component).
Though such a problem would be more complex, it is fundamentally possible to
implement a similar geometric solution.
3 System Modeling
This chapter will present some of the fundamental techniques used to model the
dynamics of a traditional automobile. Specifically, kinematic, dynamic, and steady-state
models are presented for both forward and reverse driving. The utility of each of these
models will be demonstrated in subsequent chapters. In presenting this material, an effort
is made to note the key assumptions underlying each of these models. Indeed, more
complex models which rely upon fewer assumptions do exist and can be found in [9] and
[27]. In addition to presenting these models, the results of simple system identification
experiments are presented for Talos-I and Talos-HI.
3.1 Ackerman Steering
The fundamental basis for kinematic models is the Ackerman steering geometry
assumption. Referring to Figure 3.1, this is the assumption that during a turn each of a
vehicle's tires traverses an arc path with a common center. This implies that each tire is
in pure rolling with zero lateral acceleration. For such a steering geometry, the
relationship between the angle of the inside and outside tire is given by [33]:
cot S8 - cot Si = (3.1)Lb
Figure 3.1: Ackerman Steering Geometry
On most cars, this idealization of steering geometry is a reasonable predictor of the
relationship between the inside and outside wheel angles. If a vehicle deviates largely
from Ackerman steering, then the tires will have excess scrub, or lateral sliding during
the negotiation of a turn
3.2 Single-Track Kinematic Model
Many of the equations of motion developed from this point forward will be based
upon a simplification in which both the front and rear wheels of a vehicle are lumped
together to form a single front and a single rear tire. This simplification is often referred
to as a single-track model or a bicycle model; the latter of these names belies the utility of
this approach. As aforementioned, one can find more complicated models which include
go
Lb
LtW
roll and pitch dynamics. Even in these works, however, more advanced models are used
only for simulation; the single-track model is still used for analysis and controller
development.
Referring to Figure 3.2, a body fixed coordinate system is affixed to the vehicle's
rear axle. This is done so that the origin of this frame has a velocity purely in the x
direction, as a result of the Ackerman steering assumption. The vehicle's yaw and yaw
rate are then defined by the angle between the positive xb axis and the X axis of a fixed
inertial system. The vehicle's yaw rate can be related to the front wheel angle (6) and the
velocity of the rear axle (V) by the following:
V tan 8
- a (3.2)
Lb
Figure 3.2: Kinematic Single-Track Model
The translation of the body fixed frame origin, as represented in the inertial frame XYZ,
is then given by:
X = Vcosly
(3.3)
Y = Vsiny
Equations 3.2 and 3.3 then comprise a basic kinematic model for the system. A linearized
state space model of the system is the following:
= 0 L + L (3.4)
For a kinematic model of reverse, the body fixed frame is rotated 1800 such that the
velocity of the rear axle is still positive along the x axis and the z axis remains out of the
page. The resulting equations are then the following:
-Vtan6
L
= Vcosy/ (3.5)
Y= Vsinq,
It is not necessary, however, to rely upon a single-track model when a kinematic
or Ackerman based approach to modeling is taken. By using a double track model (as
illustrated in Figure 3.1), equation 3.2 may be rewritten in terms of the inside steer angle
(6i) as the following:
2V tan i-
S 2=taS (3.6)2Lb + Lt tani (3.6)
equations 3.3 would then remain unchanged. As with the single-track model this is
trivially extended to driving in reverse. The purpose for introducing a model that uses the
inside steering angle will be made clear in the next section.
3.3 Steering Map
Do to the simplification of the single-track model, it is necessary to relate 5 of the
model to the vehicle's actual steering linkage geometry. In general it is common to take &
as the average of the inside and outside wheel angles, bi and ,, respectively, as in
equation 3.7.
9 = 0 (3.7)2
In practice, a rack and pinion steering linkage, which is common on many vehicles, has a
fixed steering ratio Ksteer. This value usually relates the angular displacement of the inside
turning wheel to the angular displacement of the steering wheel (w,). This is simply:
,w = KsteeS . (3.8)
A non-trivial problem lies in converting from the average steer angle to the inside
steering angle and then to the steering wheel position. Combining 3.7 and 3.1 and
rearranging terms yields equation 3.9. For simplicity, terms involving cotangent (as a
result of equation 3.1) have been removed through the application of trigonometric
identities.
- - tan + tan 15i + 3.2 Lb 2
6 =(3.9)2
To map from the average steer angle to the inside steer angle, a table relating the two
angles is created using equation 3.9. Then, given an average steer angle, linear
interpolation of this table is used to estimate the correct inside steer angle. This is a
reasonable approach as the inside steer angle has a limited range of values, usually on the
order of 0O to 300. Generating such a table, linearly interpolating, and then assigning the
correct sign to the angle is computationally straightforward. In practice, a large table with
many data pairs is desirable as it will provide greater accuracy. Searching through such a
table sequentially, however, can be slow and time consuming. To combat this, a
traditional binary search algorithm should be employed. Moreover, in using this map on a
controller, it was observed that the controller output (the desired average steer angle) did
not generally change significantly between controller updates (controller updated at 25
Hz for Team MIT). As a result, maintaining a counter for where in the table the last
steering angle was found and then quickly checking this point in the table and the
preceding and proceeding points often yielded the correct location, obviating the
initialization of the binary search. Once the correct inside steering angle is found, it is
then related to the actual steering wheel angle through equation 3.8.
3.4 Dynamic Models
Using the single-track simplification introduced in section 3.2, dynamic models for
both forward and reverse driving can be formulated. Steady-state models for cornering
performance then naturally follow from these dynamic models. Before these models are
introduced, some basic concepts will be briefly explained. Here the interested reader is
referred to [10] for greater information on these concepts.
Fundamental to developing a dynamic vehicle model is a model of how a tire
develops the lateral forces required for turning. When a force is applied to the center of a
wheel, the velocity of the tire center will be at an angle a with respect to the vertical
plane of the tire. This is a result of the deflection of the tire's wheel center with respect to
the actual contact patch. This angle is referred to as the slip angle; this name is given
despite the fact that the wheel's contact patch is not necessarily slipping or sliding with
respect to the ground. For small slip angles, the lateral force generated by the tire is
proportional to the slip angle. This is represented below with the proportional constant C,
which is termed the tire's cornering stiffness.
F =Ca (3.10)
A second fundamental concept is vehicle side-slip. Referring to Figure 3.1, if a
vehicle enters a turn with all four tires in pure rolling, the velocity of the vehicle's c.g.
will be at some angle 8f with respect to the vehicle's longitudinal axis. This angle is
referred to as the side-slip angle, once again, despite the fact that all four tires are may be
in pure rolling. This illustrates the concept of side-slip, but it should be noted that
dynamic models will not assume Ackerman steering. As such, the velocity of the front
and rear wheels will not be aligned with the vertical plane of the tire. As discussed in the
previous paragraph, this is necessary for any vehicle to negotiate a turn. In essence, a car
has to deviate from perfect Ackerman steering, at least in small part, in order to turn.
These fundamental concepts are used in the derivation of a linear, dynamic vehicle
model for both forward and reverse driving. Because the basic approach for developing
both models is identical, only the reverse model will be explicitly derived as it is often
the case in literature that the reverse model is entirely ignored.
3.4.1 Linear Reverse Driving Model
Before deriving the model, several assumptions should be explicitly stated. First,
the vehicle's roll and pitch dynamics will be neglected. Second, the vehicle has been
assumed symmetric about its longitudinal axis. Finally, the cornering stiffnesses for the
front and rear tires have been assumed identical.
With the above assumptions in hand, the free body diagram with the appropriate
coordinate system is presented in Figure 3.3. For the sake of clarity, the location of the
fixed wheel is still referenced as the rear of the vehicle and the location of the steerable
wheel is still referenced as the front of the vehicle. Additionally, the distance between the
c.g. and the rear wheel is lr and the distance from the front of the vehicle to the c.g. is the
distance if, as is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Universally, all r subscripts refer to a quantity
associated with the rear of the vehicle and all subscripts f refer to a quantity associated
with the front of the vehicle.
Figure 3.3: Reverse Free Body Diagram
The acceleration of the center of mass with respect to the inertial coordinate system
XYZ but represented in the body fixed xbybzb frame is given by equation 3.11 [17].
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Application of equation 3.11 yields the following acceleration for the vehicle's center of
mass:
ax = (Vx - v)
(3.12)
a, = (, + vx )
For convenience, the acceleration (a) and velocity vectors of the c.g. have been separated
into their x and y components respectively. Using 3.12, the sum of the forces on the
vehicle is given by equation 3.13:
m(výx - vyv') = F, - Fy sin S + Fxf cos Sf
(3.13)
m(,y + vxy•) = Fy, + Ff cos S + Fx sin S
Three simplifying assumptions are now made. First it is assumed that the traction forces
(Fxr and Fxf) are such that the magnitude of the vehicle's velocity (speed) remains
constant. This implies that these forces balance all external forces which have been
neglected. As a result, these terms are removed from equations 3.13. Second, the steering
angle is assumed small. Finally, the side-slip angle is also assumed to be small, which
results in the following approximations.
vx = I cosfp IV)
(3.14)
v, = | lsinp l Jl P
From this point forward, the vehicle's constant speed will be denoted as vx. Application
of these simplifying assumptions yields equations 3.15.
m(- vxf /) = -Fy 6
(3.15)
m(vx/F + vx)= Fr + Ff
Moments are then summed about the c.g. and the above assumptions are
immediately applied to yield:
I = I,lrFy - i F . (3.16)
To complete the model, it is necessary to define the external forces relative to the
side-slip angle and cornering stiffness. Fundamentally, dynamic modeling differs from
kinematic modeling in that there is no assumption made regarding pure rolling. As a
result, the slip angles are given as the following:
tan(-ar) = +vxj
vx
(3.17)
tan(3- a9) =
vx
Combining 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 with a small angle assumption for the slip angles
yields the linearized model of equation 3.18. Here the states have been chosen as the yaw
rate and side-slip angle.
- 2C -C(lf - I r )
mv x  mv
2
2 x2
C(f -r) -C(1 +d )
Iz IzVx
C
+ Cl f 8 (3.18)
I
For the remainder of this text, the individual terms of equation 3.18 will be referenced as
illustrated below:
I [ a11 aR12 bR11 (3.19)
= + I (3.19)
aR21 aR22 .I bR21
6=
For steady-state vehicle performance, the derivatives of side-slip and yaw rate are set
to zero and the yaw rate is assumed to be vx IR, where R is the radius of curvature for a
maneuver. The resulting equation is given below:
(, - )mv L(r - b (3.20)
CRLb R
This equation is often rewritten as the following [33]:
2 L
S = K vx  Lb (3.21)gR R
Here K, is termed the understeer coefficient and serves as a measure of the vehicle's
cornering performance. This parameter will be explained in section 3.4.2 in terms of
forward driving.
3.4.2 Linear Forward Driving Model
A linear model for forward driving is presented in equation 3.22. A free body
diagram for this model is presented in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Free-Body Diagram for Forward Driving
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C r -I - C(1 +1 )
Iz Izvx
+ mvI 1 (3.22)
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As before, this version of the model assumes that the front and rear wheels have an
identical cornering stiffness, that roll and pitch dynamics are negligible, and that the
vehicle is symmetric about its longitudinal axis. As with the reverse model, the terms
defining the component matrices of equation 3.22 will be referenced as illustrated below:
aF11 aF12 l bF11
aF21 a+ (3.23) F22 L bF21
FI y
ar rx
V
x
[:1=
Equations describing steady-state cornering can then be simply derived, as with the
reverse model, by setting fl and li equal to zero and defining the yaw rate as vx IR. The
resulting equation is the following:
L (1 -_ l) m y 2
= + r (3.24)
R CRLb
The understeer coefficient of section 3.4.1 is immediately recognizable. The
concept of understeer and oversteer is now introduced in terms of forward driving. When
K,, is positive, the steering angle required to negotiate a turn of radius R increases with
the square of the vehicle's velocity. This is termed understeer. Conversely, when Kus is
negative, the steering angle required to negotiate the same turn decreases with the square
of velocity. This is termed oversteer. If K,, is zero, then the steering angle required to
negotiate a turn is not velocity dependent. This is termed neutral steer and is the case
when a vehicle adheres very closely to the Ackerman steering assumption. In general this
coefficient is an important component for determining the driving characteristics of a
vehicle.
To help summarize the many vehicle models presented in this chapter, Table 3.1
is presented below. Here it is illustrated how the steady-state models may be used to help
simulate vehicle performance by providing an estimate of vehicle yaw rate.
Model Name
Single-Track Kinematic,
Forward
Double-Track Kinematic,
Forward
Single-Track Kinematic,
Reverse
Double-Track Kinematic,
Reverse
Single-Track Dynamic,
Forward
Single-Track Dynamic,
Reverse
Single-Track, Steady-State,
Forward
Single-Track, Steady-State,
Reverse
Model For Vehicle Yaw
V tan
Lb
2V tan Si
2Lb + L, tanlSi
-Vtan 6
Lb
-2VtanS i
2Lb + Ltw tanl8il
S aF11 aF12 bF11
= + 
_ _aF21 aF22 .J +_bF21 _
F aR11 aR12 + FbRll 1
_ _aR21 aR22 _,_ _bR21 _
6Vx g
3vg2(Lbg + Kusvx)
S-2g)(Kusx V- Lb9)
Model For Vehicle
Position
X = V cosy
Y=Vsiny/
X = V cosy
S= Vsiny
X= Vcosy
Y = Vsiny
X = Vcosy
Y = Vsin y
X = V cos(ry + f)
Y = V sin(ly + f)
X = V cos(y + p)
Y = V sin(Vy + p)
X= V cosy
S= Vsiny/
S= V cosyf
Y = Vsinvy
Table 3.1: Vehicle Model Summary
3.5 Identification of Understeer Coefficient
In general, the understeer coefficient is not a constant quantity; it varies with the
operating conditions of the vehicle. Moreover, the nature with which this term varies is a
function of the vehicle's design. However, the data collected for this research suggests
that this value varies only slightly at low speeds, thereby making it reasonable to treat the
understeer coefficient as a constant.
System identification was performed to quickly get an estimate of the vehicle's
steady-state performance as well as to provide an estimate of the cornering stiffness of
the vehicle's tires. With the latter quantity in hand, the models of equations 3.18 and 3.22
may then be used for analysis purposes. Most of the vehicle's remaining parameters, such
as Ir, If, m, Lb, and Lt are approximated from documentation provided by the vehicle
manufacturer (reference Appendix C for these values). The vehicle's moment of inertia is
then approximated by treating the vehicle as two point masses joined by a mass-less rod.
This is illustrated graphically in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Moment of Inertia
The moment of inertia for the vehicle is then given as the following:
I z = lrlf (mr + mf) (3.25)
The understeer coefficient may be calculated in one of several ways. For this
particular application, the simplest approach is to perform a constant steer test [33]. In
such a test the steering wheel is held at a fixed position and the vehicle is driven in a
circle at varying speeds. Taking the differential of equation 3.24 yields the following:
d8= i " d(ay)+Lb dl - (3.26)
g
Here this expression has been simplified by substituting in the definition
2
ay - .
R
(3.27)
Because the steer angle remains constant for this test, the following relationship holds:
d -
( R (3.28)
d(ay) gLb
Determination of the understeer coefficient is then achieved by measuring the lateral
acceleration and path curvature as the vehicle's steering position is held fixed and speed
is varied. In this particular application, an inertial measurement unit providing accurate
yaw rate information was employed. Additionally, speed information was ascertained
friom a GPS receiver mounted in the vehicle. For Talos-I, a representative data set is
presented below in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Determination of Ku, for Talos-I
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To help illustrate the nature of the experiment, the vehicle's speed and position are
presented below in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Talos- I Velocity Profile for Understeer Experiment
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Figure 3.8: Talos-I Position for Understeer Experiment
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An identical experiment was performed on Talos-II. The results
experiment and the associated speed profile and position plots are presented in Figures
3.9, 3.10, and 3.11.
Figure 3.9: Determination of K., for Talos-II
Figure 3.10: Talos-II Velocity Profile for Understeer Experiment
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Figure 3.11: Talos-II Position for Understeer Experiment
Based on [33], the expectation is that the relationship between lateral acceleration
and curvature would be non-linear (polynomial of degree two). However, as illustrated in
Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.9, this relationship appears strongly linear. This result was
confirmed by repetition of this experiment at various steer angles. This suggests that the
system identification experiments performed excited only a small band of the vehicle's
dynamics. Provided this assumption is true, it is then reasonable to assume that
performing this test at more aggressive speeds would illustrate the non-linear nature of
the relationship between curvature and lateral acceleration. Given safety considerations
and the speed limits imposed by DARPA, however, this data is taken as representative of
what will be encountered in the DUC. Indeed, because K,3 varies with operating
conditions, this is equivalent to approximating Ks for the relevant operating conditions
only. For the data shown, the understeer coefficients for Talos-I and Talos-II were found
to be 30 and .340 respectively.
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3.6 Ackerman Steering vs. Dynamic Model
The steering angle required to negotiate a turn of a given radius for an Ackerman
steered vehicle is
6=tan-1 Lb
R
(3.29)
If however, the radius of curvature is measured from the c.g. as opposed to the rear axle,
the equation is the following:
S= tan'-  Lb
R2 _ 2
(3.30)
Whether 3.29 or 3.30 is applied, the Ackerman-based prediction of the steering angle
required to negotiate a turn of radius R differs from that of equation 3.24. Using the
understeer coefficient identified for Tales-I, Figure 3.12 presents steering angle versus
curvature for both equation 3.24 and equation 3.29. An identical plot is presented in
Figure 3.13 for Talos-II.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between Ackerman and Dynamics Steering Model for Talos-I
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Figure 3.13:Comparision between Ackerman and Dynamic Steering Model for Talos-II
Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 illustrate several key points. At low speeds, the steady-
state model of equation 3.24 and the Ackerman model of equation 3.29 are nearly
identical. This is especially true for turns with a small curvature. The deviation only
reaches the order of a single degree near the limit of the vehicle's turning radius.
Conversely, at larger speeds, equations 3.24 and 3.29 differ significantly. This is
expected as the Ackerman based model has no speed dependence where as equation 3.24
predicts that the steer angle should vary with the square of speed.
For forward driving, the model provided by equation 3.24 will be used to map from a
desired curvature to the requisite steering angle. This decision is made for two reasons.
First, at low speeds, equation 3.24 closely approximates Ackerman steering. Second, at
higher speeds when side-slip dynamics invalidate the Ackerman steering assumption,
equation 3.24 accounts for the presence of these increasing dynamics.
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3.7 Steering System Model
An important issue in system modeling is the steering mechanism. In general, the
steering linkage of the car was treated as a mechanical gearing system in which the
relevant parameter is the coefficient Kster, initially presented in equation 3.8. As noted
there, this quantity is usually provided by the manufacturer or in standard literature on the
vehicle. As a result of this assumption, the dynamics of the actuator driving the steering
wheel are of primary concern. In the test vehicles employed in this work, the actuator is a
servo mechanism mounted directly to the steering wheel. As is typical with servo
mechanisms, it can be modeled as a second order system with the standard transfer
function:
) n (3.31)
R(s) ,2 +22on +2
In practice, the system behaves as a second order system with a maximum achievable
angular rate of rotation. To identify the model parameters of 3.31, data was collected for
small step inputs (commands requiring less than 300 of steering wheel rotation) and
standard approaches for matching both the peak time and maximum percent overshoot
[18] were utilized. The resulting parameters were the following for Talos-I:
S= .458
a n = 23.27rad / sec
The maximum slew rate (com,,) was found by collecting position data from an encoder
mounted to the actuator as the actuator was commanded from its neutral (center) position
to either full left or full right. The maximum slew rate for the Talos-I steering actuator
was found to be 6.17 rad/sec. For Talos-II, C, co,, and com, were found to be .391, 22.75
rad/sec, and 4.69 rad/sec respectively. The maximum angular rate at the inside turning
wheel is then determined by differentiating equation 3.8. This yields the following:
8i =  w (3.32)
Ksteer
Using equation 3.32, the maximum slew rate of the inside turning wheel was .34 rad/sec
for Talos-I and .265 rad/sec for Talos-II.
Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 illustrate the step response of the actuator for Talos-I
and the system model subject to identical inputs. Here it should be noted that the actuator
is a discrete system in which commanded and actual positions are translated into counts
on an encoder. In both figures, the steady-state offset of the actual motor position from
the commanded position is a result of the discrete nature of the system. The motor's true
position can actually be anywhere between its measured position and the commanded
position as these two differ by only 1 encoder reading.
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3.8 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter presented some fundamental modeling concepts which will be used
throughout the development and analysis of the pure pursuit controller. Specifically, a
linear dynamic model for both forward and reverse driving was presented along with
steady-state models of performance for both modes of operation. This was contrasted
with simple kinematic models in which the Ackerman steering assumption was enforced.
A simple comparison of these two approaches was given in section 3.6 and it was argued
that the dynamic models are more capable of capturing the vehicle's true performance
characteristics.
Additionally, a simple approach to system identification was used to determine
the understeer coefficient for the vehicle. The simplicity of this test aligned with Team
MIT's goal to develop a control system that required minimal system identification.
Indeed, additional chapters will illustrate the usefulness of identifying this one parameter.
The vehicle's remaining parameters were then taken from the manufacturer's published
literature.
4 The Pure Pursuit
Controller
This chapter will introduce the pure pursuit controller for a forward driven vehicle based
on two approaches: a model based mapping approach and a simulation/search based
approach. In the first, the pure pursuit controller outputs a desired lateral acceleration or
path curvature and this is mapped directly to a steering angle. Here analysis will focus on
linearizing the controller and developing a method for tuning the pure pursuit look-ahead
distance. Moreover, two steering angle maps will be explored: one using a kinematic
model and another using a dynamic model. Finally, alternatives to tuning the look-ahead
distance that are not amenable to traditional control analysis will be presented. In the
second approach, a simple kinematic model is used to generate a space of feasible
trajectories based on possible steering inputs. The best trajectory is then selected using a
simple cost function. Several simple search methods are described for finding the best
trajectory and a basic simulation is used to demonstrate the utility of this approach.
4.1 Basic Pure Pursuit
The basic pure pursuit algorithm is introduced graphically in Figure 4.1. This
control approach has a single tunable parameter La, which defines a virtual circle
surrounding the vehicle. The intersection of this circle with the specified path defines a
goal point. The pure pursuit algorithm then specifies either a desired curvature or a
desired centripetal acceleration based on selecting an arc path to this goal point. This arc
is constrained to be tangential to the velocity vector found at the origin of the body fixed
frame, as well as constrained to pass through both the origin of the body fixed frame and
the goal point. This provides the three necessary conditions to define the coordinates of
the arc center as well as the radius of curvature. In practice, this formality in defining the
arc path will not be necessary, though it should be implicitly understood.
The obvious initial question is whether arc paths are the optimal choice for
directing the vehicle towards the goal point. Though this is an issue that will motivate the
second-half of this chapter, it should now be noted that in [3] two alternative approaches
were considered: a classical controls approach and a quintic polynomial approach. In the
first, a control law was formulated based on the cross-track error between the goal point
and the desired orientation at the goal point. In the second approach, a quintic polynomial
path was used to direct the vehicle towards the goal. In both cases the true pure pursuit
algorithm (arc paths) offered superior performance.
Figure 4.1: Pure Pursuit Goal Point
4.2 Steering Angle
The traditional approach to pure pursuit control affixes the coordinate system to
the rear axle and the Ackerman steering assumption is applied. The curvature necessary
to reach a desired goal point is given by equation 4.1 and the relevant quantities are
illustrated in Figure 4.1.
2 sin riic =2 (4.1)La
The resulting steering angle, assuming a kinematic, single-track model, is given by the
following:
8 = tan- 2 L sin q (4.2)
La
However, because dynamics are being neglected, there is no need to use a single-track
model and this can be reformulated using Figure 3.1, i.e. a double track model. The
resulting equation for the inside steer angle is the following:
i 1  2Lb sin (4
La - Ltw sinlr•l
It should be noted that if the front and rear track widths are different, Lt, should be taken
as that of the front wheels. The alternative approach is to use a dynamic model (equation
3.24) to determine the average steer angle and then map this to the inside steering angle
using equation 3.9 and the methodology described in section 3.3. Much of the remainder
of this chapter will focus on comparing the use of this dynamic approach with the use of
equation 4.2.
4.3 Linearized Straight Line Following
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 introduced the pure pursuit controller and its general
implementation. This section will now introduce some basic tools for analysis.
Specifically, the simple case of tracking a straight line is used to develop a linear state
space model of the system.
Referring to Figure 4.2, the vehicle is initially located at the origin of the inertial
XYZ frame and aligned with the X axis. This is equivalent to assuming zero initial
conditions for the system. The line the vehicle is to track is located at an offset yd.
Building upon the linear model presented in equation 3.22, the model is expanded by
several states. First the yaw (V) of the vehicle is included as a state. Next, the y
displacement of the vehicle's c.g. can be related to the existing states by the following
equation:
j = I1 sin(p + )
Assuming small angles then yields (refer to equations 3.14):
y = vx(Pf + V) (4.5)
If the position of interest is the rear axle, as opposed to the c.g., the following linear
equation would be applied:
y, = vx (8 + V)- IrVp (4.6)
Figure 4.2: Pure Pursuit Straight Line Following
The system model can be augmented by the actuator model provided in equation 3.31.
The final result is given in equation 4.7. As alluded to above, the exact nature of this state
space model will differ depending upon the point of interest chosen for cross-track error.
(4.4)
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To facilitate a linear analysis, the non-linear controller needs to be linearized.
Referring to Figure 4.3, the pure pursuit angle rq can be decomposed as in [20]. The
following results:
Yd -Y
La (4.8)
r1b V -Y-,fl
Figure 4.3: Pure Pursuit Angle Decomposition
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The desired path curvature, after once again applying a small angle assumption, is then
given by the following:
K=2 Y- +L, (4.9)
As is a consistent theme through this work, the control law has to be cast in different
forms based on whether Ackerman steering is assumed or a dynamic approach is adopted.
In the case of an Ackerman based approach, the body fixed frame is located at the rear
axle and the velocity at this point is assumed along the longitudinal axis of the vehicle.
As such, the linearized control law is derived from equation 4.2 as the following:
8 d = 2Lb , d -2  V J (4.10)
Here a subscript d is added to the steering angle term to indicate that it is the desired
value outputted from the controller. Adopting a dynamic approach, equation 3.24 and
equation 4.9 are combined to yield equation 4.11 presented below.
=2 Yd - Y Y + f kusv2]
d =L2 2-Y Lb + g (4.11)
For additional clarity,Figure 4.4 p sents he wo approaches graphically.
For additional clarity, Figure 4.4 presents the two approaches graphically.
Ackerman
Figure 4.4: Ackerman Pure Pursuit and Dynamic Pure Pursuit
The linearizations given in equations 4.10 and 4.11 are valid, but offer little insight
into the nature of the pure pursuit controller. The work of [20] presents an alternative
linearization where the decomposition of the pure pursuit angle Ir is approximated as in
equation 4.12. Here jyd is taken as zero for straight line driving.
Yd - Y
La
(4.12)
'lb YVx
The linearized controller for an Ackerman based approach to pure pursuit is then recast as
the following:
Dynamic
Sd = 2Lb Y L9a Lavx (4.13)
For the dynamic approach, we now choose to assume side-slip is small and combine
equations 3.24, 4.9, and 4.12 to yield the following:
= Yd -Y Lb  kus (4.14)La Lavx  g
The linearizations of 4.13 and 4.14 are now represented by a more traditional controls
block diagram in Figure 4.5. In essence, pure pursuit behaves as a PD controller on the
vehicle's cross-track error.
Figure 4.5: System Block Diagram
The gains in Figure 4.5 are given as the following for the Ackerman assumption case:
2 LbK= b
(4.15)
2 Lb
LaVx
For the dynamic model case the gains are given by the following:
2 Lb 2K,v2K L +
LZ gL2a (4.16)
Kd= 2Lb 2Kv,
LaVx gLa
Two observations should be explicitly noted here. First, regardless of whether a dynamic
based or an Akerman based approach is employed, the gains are functions of the look-
ahead distance. Moreover, because the look-ahead distance appears as a quadratic term in
the denominator of the proportional gain, a simple root locus is not possible. Second, the
gains for equation 4.13 and equation 4.14 will be very nearly identical for low speeds.
However, at larger speeds these gains will differ (assuming an identical look-ahead
distance in both cases). This is an observation consistent with previous analysis (section
3.3).
Treating the controller as a PD controller also facilitates some basic steady-state
analysis. For simplicity, we take G(s) (the vehicle model) in Figure 4.5 as simply
V2/( 2Lb). This is derived from a linearization of equation 3.2. By taking the vehicle
transfer function as the above, it is assumed that the lateral acceleration of the vehicle and
j (Figure 4.2) are approximately equivalent under small angle assumptions. The block
diagram of Figure 4.5 is now transferred into the equivalent system illustrated in Figure
4.6.
K,7GE(s)s
1+ sK.G(s)
Figure 4.6: Simplified System Block Diagram
Here the error E(s) is more explicitly incorporated into the system diagram. From this it
can be easily shown that the following holds:
E(s) = Yd (s)(1 + sKdG(s)) (4.17)
1 + sKdG(s) + KpG(s)
Applying the final value theorem [18] will then give an indication of the anticipated
steady-state error for various types of inputs. The result is the following for step inputs
(1/s):
im S Yd (s)(+ssKd G(s)) (4.18)
1O + sKd G(s) + Kp G(s)
It can then be inferred that the pure pursuit controller will produce zero steady-state error
for straight line following. Moreover, it can be shown that this is also true if the input
function Yd(S) is taken as a ramp input. In this instance, however, it is necessary to
incorporate the derivative of the setpoint (yd) as this is no longer the case of following a
Y/s) E(s)
6
Y(s)
I + -x-
horizontal line. In the case of a quadratic input, a steady-state error does persist and is
given by the following (using the simplifying assumption on G(s) of Figure 4.6):
(4.19)E(s) = Lb
KpV2
As with traditional implementation of pure pursuit, it is assumed that it will be
necessary to schedule the value of La with the current speed (s) of the vehicle. Though a
search similar to a robust control approach could be done to establish an La that stabilizes
the system over the whole range of expected speeds, this is unnecessary. Based on
intuition, La is given a functional representation as illustrated in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Look-ahead Distance as a Function of Speed
Functionally, this may be written as:
L
KLa
SmaxSchange
__
La mi
a mi
Lain s < Schange
La = (4.20)
KLaS S > Schange (4.20)
Where schange is defined as the following:
Schange = (4.21)
La
This yields two tuning parameters for the look-ahead distance, the term KLa and the
minimum value of the look-ahead distance Lamin. The problem of selecting the
appropriate look-ahead distance for every speed has now been recast into a problem of
selecting the tuning parameters such that the system is stable across the range of
anticipated speeds. It should be noted that this speed scheduling of La has the net effect of
reducing the pure pursuit gains at higher speeds, effectively ensuring that the vehicle will
not overcorrect for small cross-track errors.
To ensure system stability, a pole-zero plot for the closed-loop system can be found
for every speed. Thus, if a maximum overshoot or a maximum settling time are specified
for a vehicle traveling at top speed (or the top speed expected for the DUC) the tuning
parameters for the look-ahead distance may be selected to ensure that the dominant poles
of the system meet this criteria. This is illustrated below in Figure 4.8 where a pole-zero
plot is presented for a system with an La m,, of 3 and a KLa of 2.25. This plot was
generated using the dynamic pure pursuit gains (equation 4.16) with a linearized model of
Talos-I. Using identical tuning parameters and gains, Figure 4.9 presents the pole-zero
plot for a linearized model of Talos-II. Both plots show the dominant poles for speeds
of .5 m/s to 13 m/s incremented by .5 m/s.
Figure 4.8: Linearized Talos-I Model with Dynamic Pure Pursuit Gains
Figure 4.9: Linearized Talos-II Model with Dynamic Pure Pursuit Gains
At a speed of 13 m/s (29 mph) the linearized model predicts that Talos-I will exhibit
a damping of .666 and an overshoot of 6.07%. At that same speed, the linearized model
predicts that Talos-II will exhibit a damping of .6 and an overshoot of 9.51%. These
results, assuming identical operating conditions and identical tuning parameters, can now
be compared to those found using the Ackerman based gains (equation 4.15). Referring
to Figures 4.10 and 4.11, the linearized model predicts a damping of .503 and an
overshoot of 16.1% for Talos-I and a damping of .513 and an overshoot of 15.3% for
Talos-II. It is clear from the results that using a dynamic map to determine the correct
steering angle produces a significant improvement over using the traditional Ackerman
assumption.
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Figure 4.10: Linearized Talos-I Model with Ackerman Based Pure Pursuit Gains
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Figure 4.11: Linearized Talos-II Model with Ackerman Based Pure Pursuit Gains
4.4 Nonlinear Modifications to Pure Pursuit Algorithm
As noted in the introduction to this chapter, there are alternative approaches to the
look-ahead distance tuning presented thus far. These alternatives were first explored in
[15].
The first primary alternative is to not project the look-ahead distance from the
vehicle's true location, but from the vehicle's projected location on the path. This can
intuitively help stabilize the system as large offsets from the path will not result in large
values of the pure pursuit angle. This approach is illustrated graphically in Figure 4.12. In
practice, if the vehicle tracks the path with a reasonable fidelity, then this adjustment will
not result in an appreciable performance change. However, if disturbances result in large
cross-track errors, this approach can help prevent the system from going unstable.
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Figure 4.12: Using Vehicle's Position on Path to Define Pure Pursuit Goal Point
Also explored in [15] was an approach where a minimum La was selected and this
value was increased proportionally with the cross-track error, as opposed to vehicle
velocity. A natural extension is to then reformulate the look-ahead distance as a function
of both speed and cross-track error. A simple implementation of this is to treat the cross-
track error as an upward shift of the curve presented in Figure 4.7. Mathematically this is
expressed as the following:
ammin +Kt(d - y) S < Shange
La= KLaS +Kctl(Yd -y)A S 2 Schange (4.22)
Here Kct is a tunable gain always greater than or equal to 0 and the definition ofschange
remains unaltered.
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As noted in the introduction, neither of these approaches are amenable to the analysis
presented in section 4.3. In the case of using the vehicle's projected position on the path,
a separate analysis is not entirely necessary as this will have a limited impact on the
system when small cross-track errors are present. Adjusting the look-ahead distance with
cross-track error, however, adds additional non-linearities that cannot be easily
approximated. This is especially true considering the presence of the look-ahead distance
in the denominators of the linearized gains presented in equations 4.13 and 4.14.
Ultimately, though these approaches are not well suited to analytical rigor, they still
offer a powerful means to improve overall stability. For instance, the gain Kct can cause
degradation in the tracking performance, but will not cause the vehicle to go unstable.
This is intuitively true as a larger look-ahead distance adds greater damping to the system.
In instances in which the cross-track error is large, this approach will mitigate the
tendency for the pure pursuit controller to output a sharp turn correction. However, as
aforementioned, the problem lies in quantifying the degree to which Kct can degrade
overall tracking performance.
4.5 Simulation-based Approach to Steering Angle Selection
A vehicle's ability to execute the arc paths selected by the pure pursuit controller
is severely limited by the bandwidth of the steering actuator. As pointed out in [15], the
movement of the steering wheel from a position at time t to the desired position at time
t+1 results in the vehicle following paths which are clothoidal, where a clothoid is a
curve whose curvature is proportional to its arc length, as illustrated in Figure 4.13. More
precisely, a vehicle follows clothoidal paths as the steering wheels transition from one
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fixed position to another. When the steering wheels are held constant, the vehicle follows
constant curvature arcs.
Figure 4.13: Clothoidal Curve
In practice, the arc based approach of sections 4.1 - 4.4 works quite well.
However, as pointed out in [15], there is a serious failure mode that results because the
pure pursuit controller is not able to take into account the current position of the wheels.
As an illustration of this, consider the case presented in Figure 4.14 in which the vehicle
has a heading along Ywith the wheels turned full to the left. Given the marked goal point,
the pure pursuit controller would output a desired path which would keep the wheels
pointing left. In reality, however, the car will not reach the target point unless it is
commanded to unwind the wheels with a nearly full right command. A solution to this
problem is to then employ a simulation-based approach in which it is necessary to
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discretize the space of possible steering inputs, forward simulate the vehicle's response
based on a simple vehicle model, and finally select the input that produces the best
performance. One might observe that this approach is quite similar to a model predictive
optimal controller. However, because the formalism and rigor associated with such a
controller is not presented here, this approach is termed a simulation-based controller
throughout this work.
Figure 4.14: Pure Pursuit Failure Mode
For implementation of this simulation-based approach we rely upon an encoder
mounted to the steering wheel actuator. This supplies position information for the
steering wheel and thus the wheels on the ground. Additionally, differentiation of the
steering wheel position provides angular velocity information for both the steering wheel
and the inside turning wheel. Ideally a tachometer would have been employed to give this
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information, but with a low pass filter, useful angular velocity information can still be
obtained. In relating information regarding the steering wheel to information concerning
the wheels on the ground, section 3.3 should be referenced.
For forward simulation, the linearized dynamic model could be employed.
However, because this is slightly more complex to implement, a simple kinematic model
is chosen instead. To alleviate the need for a mapping between the average steer angle
and the inside steer angle (section 3.3), the double-track model introduced in section 3.1
is employed. For convenience, this model is reproduced below.
2V tan Si
2Lb + L taniSiI
X = V cos (4.23)
S
= V sin V
As aforementioned, the steering wheel model is initialized with the current position
of the steering wheel and the steering wheel angular velocity. With regard to the vehicle
model, the vehicle's true speed at the start of the forward simulation is taken as constant.
The space of steering inputs is then discretized based on the range of motion for the
actual wheels on the ground. For every point in this discrete range the vehicle's path is
forward simulated using a Runge-Kutta numerical integration for the steering actuator
and an Euler integration for the vehicle model. More generally, given the vehicle's
current (X,1Y) position, the vehicle's current velocity (V), the orientation of the steering
wheel 6,, and the angular velocity of the steering wheel c5,, the vehicle model presented
in equation 4.23 is used to predict the vehicle's response to a series of different actuator
command signals. The input that is predicted to get the vehicle closest to the desired goal
point is then deemed optimal and selected for that time step.
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Because the simulation cannot be continued indefinitely, a termination criterion must
be enforced. For this criterion, it is decided that the simulation for an input will terminate
when the vehicle's predicted position has crossed a line that passes through the goal point
and is perpendicular to the path tangent at that location. This imaginary line is referred to
as the terminating line and is illustrated in Figure 4.15. Of course, this can put the
simulation in an infinite loop if the vehicle's simulated position will never cross this
virtual boundary. To compensate for this, it is necessary to terminate the search if the
predicted change in vehicle's orientation exceeds 1800.
To illustrate the nature of this simulation, Figure 4.15 presents achievable trajectories
(using parameters from Talos-II) given that the vehicles is initially located at (0,0), that
the wheels are positioned 120 to the left (from the body fixed perspective), that the
vehicle is moving at a speed of 14 m/s, and that the vehicle has an initial heading of 0O.
Additionally, the target point is located at (30,1) and the terminating line is at an
orientation of 900 from the X axis. Given these initial conditions, the solution generated
by traditional pure pursuit (provided this solution was allowed to propagate forward
without feedback) is a desired steering wheel angle of 8.970. The solution from the
simulation-based approach is a desired steering wheel angle of -584' (full right). Clearly,
because the simulation-based approach utilizes information concerning the initial wheel
angles and a predictor of how the car will perform given a certain input, it is able to make
a more informed decision about the command that should be sent at time t in order to get
as close to the target point as possible.
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Figure 4.15: Simulation-based Approach to Steering Angle Selection
If the scenario illustrated in Figure 4.15 is repeated at a slower speed of 8 m/s with
the wheels at an initial steer angle of only 30, the simulation-based approach and pure
pursuit will produce the results presented in Figure 4.16. The pure pursuit desired steer
angle is 7.350 and the simulation-based desired steer angle is 00. Here we see that the two
solutions are nearly identical, as the actuator dynamics are not as significant at lower
speeds with only small changes in steering required to execute a maneuver. Additionally,
it is observable that the pure pursuit command actually produces the better input as it is
not subject to the error that results over searching a discrete space of possible inputs.
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Figure 4.16: Simulation-based Approach to Steering Angle Selection
To solve the problem of searching a discrete space, we can employ a more
efficient search algorithm, such as a Bisection Search or a Golden Section Search method.
In terms of implementation, the algorithm would initially forward simulate using both the
maximum and minimum values of the input range (the max left and right steering inputs).
As before these simulations would terminate when the predicted vehicle position crossed
the terminating line. If the bisection search method is utilized, the simulation would then
be done for an input of half the maximum steering range such that the searchable space is
divided in half. The portion of the original searchable space containing the goal point is
now the new searchable space. This process then repeats continually halving the
searchable space until the chosen input sends the car within some small, designer-
specified distance of the goal point. The golden section search method is identical in
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procedure, but the searchable space is continually reduced based on the golden ratio
rather than by a factor of 1/2.
The challenge of implementing these traditional search methods is to determine
whether the goal point is initially inside the searchable space or outside of the searchable
space. This can be achieved efficiently by calculating unit vectors from the goal point to
the end points of the maximum and minimum input trajectories (denoted umin and Umax in
Figure 4.17) and representing these vectors in a goal point coordinate frame. The goal
point coordinate frame (denoted by xg and yg in Figure 4.17) is defined with its xg axis
pointed along the path tangent at the goal point location. As a result, if the yg components
of the aforementioned unit vectors have identical signs, then the goal point is out of range,
and the steering input should default to either the maximum or minimum depending on
which comes closer to the actual goal point. Conversely, if the yg components of umi, and
um, have opposite signs, the goal point is within the searchable space and the search
algorithm can proceed as normal, terminating when the goal point and the end point of
the simulated path are within the designer-specified tolerance.
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Figure 4.17: Evaluating Searchable Space for Presence of Goal Point
To this point, no discussion has been given to the selection of the look-ahead
distance which would be used to find the goal point. Implicitly, the analysis from the
previous sections of this chapter would be used to select the distance La as a function of
velocity. The approach presented here serves as a substitute for the use of equation 3.24,
obviating the need to explicitly calculate the desired radius of curvature as the simulation
immediately searches for the best possible way to achieve the goal point.
4.6 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter was aimed at presenting analysis tools and analysis results for a pure
pursuit controller. The analysis was aimed at using straight-line tracking as a means for
gain scheduling the look-ahead distance as a function of velocity. Additional emphasis
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was given to comparing the results of using a kinematic (i.e. Ackerman) approach versus
a dynamic approach. Ultimately it was found that using a dynamic steering angle map
produces a significant increase in system damping and overshoot when compared to the
Ackerman based approach. A brief exploration was then given for different modifications
that can be made to the look-ahead distance in order to further stabilize the controller.
Finally, a simulation-based approach for implementing the controller was
presented. Here it was pointed out that more extreme maneuvers will result in poor
vehicle performance as the basic pure pursuit controller does not account for the current
position of the vehicle's wheels at each update. Additional attention was given to the
details of implementing this controller. Specifically, a brute force approach of
discretizing the space of possible inputs was presented, as well as an alternative using a
more efficient Bisection search algorithm.
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5 Vehicle Control in Reverse
This chapter will present two control approaches for path tracking in reverse. To begin,
discussion will focus on the use of pure pursuit as a controller for reverse driving. In this
discussion, an outline similar to that of chapter 4 will be followed. However, given
certain simplifying assumptions and the nature of the reverse model, it will not be
necessary to elaborate upon the discrepancy between using a dynamic or kinematic model.
Discussion will then shift to an alternate controller that was explored during work at the
University of California Berkeley [22]. This discussion will present the controller in an
analytical fashion and show it to be a variant of pure pursuit. Though research in the field
of ground vehicles driving in reverse is limited, the interested reader can find an
alternative to the work presented here in [23].
5.1 Simplifying Assumption for Driving in Reverse
Here we assume that reverse driving will take place at low speeds, on the order of
2 to 3 m/s. This allows for the greater use of the Ackerman based vehicle models
presented in section 2.1. Some analysis will be performed with a full dynamic model in
order to gauge completeness, but in general the mapping equations from the pure pursuit
angle to the steering angle will be done with kinematic models. Additionally, some
analysis will ignore the use of actuator dynamics. Once again, because of the low speeds,
it will be assumed that the dynamics of the actuator are sufficiently fast that they will not
significantly impact the performance of the controller. This assumption will not be made
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throughout the entirety of the chapter, but will be employed in key locations to gain
insight into the nature of the pure pursuit controller in reverse as well as the mechanism-
based approach that will be discussed in section 5.3.
Finally, it is assumed that the vehicle comes to a complete stop before entering
reverse and that the desired path is initially well aligned with the vehicle once it begins
moving. This assumption implies that the controller will only compensate for small
offsets as the vehicle begins accelerating in reverse. However, this does not alleviate the
need for the vehicle to compensate for step inputs once it is at cruising speed. In stating
this assumption, we lend greater validity to designing around a specific speed and assume
that the transient period in which the vehicle is accelerating to that speed is well behaved.
5.2 Pure Pursuit in Reverse
To begin the discussion of pure pursuit driving in reverse, a kinematic analysis
provides useful information. Applying the Ackerman assumption, the velocity of the rear
axle is taken as collinear with the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. Additionally, the
distance between the rear axle and the position at which cross-track error will be
measured is denoted by the vector quantity l, in Figure 5.1 . Given the above definitions,
the system can be modeled by the following equations:
= -V tan(6)
L (5.1)
S= V sin(ry) + l
From equation 5.1, the Laplace transform from cross-track error to steering input is given
as the following:
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e(s) - V(slS + V)
3(s) Ls 2
(5.2)
Figure 5.1: Cross-Track Error for Vehicle Moving in Reverse
From equation 5.2 it is clear that measuring cross-track error from a location
between the front and rear axle produces an unstable zero in the linear system. Because
pure pursuit linearizes to a PD controller on cross-track error, the virtual circle is centered
at the rear axle in order to avoid this undesirable situation (i.e. set 1. = 0). In the forward
driving case, an unstable zero is not present and there was no penalty in shifting the
center of the virtual circle to the c.g. of the vehicle. It should be noted that this result is
presented using a kinematic model for simplicity; analysis of a full dynamic vehicle
model in which the steering actuator dynamics are neglected and the mass moment of
inertia is taken as in equation 3.25 will yield an identical result.
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The linearized system can now
S1 aRll 0 aR12
0 0 1
aR21 0 aR22
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The linear controller is the same as
sign to account for driving in reverse:
presented as the following:
bRl l 0 - 0
0 0 y, O
bR12 0 0
+ 0 Yd (5.3)
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-2 _ 
-  K steer
in equation 4.13 but with an additional negative
d = 2Lb Yd -Y (5.4)
a Lavx
Given that reverse driving will only be done over a very small range of speeds, the
simplifying decision was made to not speed schedule the look-ahead distance La. Thus,
the design approach is to select a look-ahead distance which is stabilizing over a range of
0 - 3.5 m/s (0 - 7.9 mph). This value was ultimately selected as 5 m. As with the design
procedure presented for forward driving, a linear pole-zero plot can be generated for the
various speeds and this can be used to evaluate the system performance. Figure 5.2, using
the linearized model for Talos-I, presents the pole-zero plot for speeds from .25 m/s to 3.5
m/s in .25 m/s increments.
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Figure 5.2: Talos-I Pole-Zero Plot for Pure Pursuit in Reverse
In this analysis, the linear model of Talos-I traveling at 3.5 m/s predicts a system
damping of .681 and an overshoot of 5.4%. Figure 5.3 presents identical data for Talos-II.
Here the linear model predicts that Talos-II will exhibit a damping of .697 with an
overshoot of 4.7%.
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Pole-Zero Map
Figure 5.3: Talos-II Pole-Zero Plot for Pure Pursuit in Reverse
5.3 Simulation-based Approach to Steering Angle Selection
As with forward driving, it is possible to implement a simulation-based approach
to selecting the optimal steering input. In practice, this is no different then the approach
presented in section 4.5 except for the model used to forward simulate the vehicle's
behavior. Here the double track model can be adjusted for reverse and implemented as
the following:
-2V tanSi
2Lb + Lt, tanci 4
S= V cosy (5.5)
Y = Vsiny•
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As before, a discrete space may be utilized to search for the optimal input or a more
efficient search algorithm may be employed.
5.4 Mechanism-based Approach
The controller presented in this section was first proposed in [22] and was
developed by conceptualizing the control law as a mechanical linkage fixed to the car and
the path. As illustrated below in Figure 5.4, the car can be thought of as having two
mechanical links attached to it. The first link is attached to the path and passes through
the rear axle of the vehicle. The length of this link is fixed. The second link is fixed at
one end to the vehicle's front axle while the other end receives the first link. The end of
the first link then slides on the second link, resulting in the second link having,
effectively, a variable length. The control law is to then choose an inside wheel angle that
is parallel to this second link.
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Figure 5.4: Mechanism-based Controller
Using the geometry from Figure 5.4, the control law is formulated as the following:
9 = tan-'L _ bs7 (5.6)
( bL -bcosy )
In previous sections the output of the control law was denoted by bd and it was
understood that this value would be mapped to the inside steer angle bi, as in section 3.3.
Because the output of the mechanism-based controller does not require this mapping, the
output of the control law is denoted by bi.
As in previous analysis, we can linearize the control law based on straight line
driving. As before, the vehicle starts at the origin of the global coordinate frame with the
line to be tracked located a distance yd from the X axis. The vehicle's lateral position is,
once again, denoted by the variable y. This is identical to the case illustrated in Figure 4.2
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but now the vehicle is driving in reverse and the body fixed frame is located at the rear
axle. The resulting linear control law is the following:
bi = Yd F b (5.7)
a(Lb -b) (Lb -b)
It should be noted that the control law has been linearized leaving the yaw as a state in
the equation. Simplifying further by approximating the vehicle's yaw under small angle
assumptions yields the following:
- b(yd - y) bjS. = + (5.8)
a(Lb -b) V(Lb -b)
Through the remainder of this chapter, both linearizations will offer insightful
information on the nature of the controller.
Using the simple single-track model of section 3.2, we can begin to approximate the
manner in which the tuning parameters a and b affect the system's damping and natural
frequency. Here the linearization presented in equation 5.7 will be used to preserve the
yaw state. The system is first written in a linear state space form as illustrated below in
equation 5.9. This is then converted into a transfer function relating the vehicle's vertical
displacement y to the commanded input yd.[L 0 v 0
= - vb - vb + vb Yd (5.9)
_ LLb a(Lb -b) Lb (Lb -b) Lba(Lb - b)
v2b
y(s) Lba(Lb - b)
Yd(S) vb v2bs 2 + s+
Lb (Lb - b) Laa(Lb - b)
The transfer function presented in equation 5.10 then reveals that the systems natural
frequency and damping are given by the following:
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b
=v Lba(Lb 
- b)
(5.11)
1 ab
2 Lb(Lb - b)
This formulation of the problem is kinematic and ignores actuator dynamics. As a
result, equations 5.11 are limited in applicability to low speed maneuvers. Though
equations 5.11 are useful, they do not explicitly provide the values of a and b which
should be chosen for a desired damping or a desired natural frequency. However, if we
specify the desired damping and the desired natural frequency as cod and 4d respectively,
the required a and b parameters can be easily expressed by the following set of equations:
= 42 rn L•K=
V 2
b= K -l) (5.12)
45j Lb (Lb - b)
b
Several things should be noted about this formulation. First, the term K is an
intermediate variable used for simplifying notation. Second, solving for b requires
imposing the constraint that b is greater than 0 but less than Lb. Referring to equations
5.11, the natural frequency and the damping of the system would be imaginary if the
latter of these constraints was not imposed. These constraints are also fairly intuitive
given the mechanism-based justification for the control law. Finally, for completeness, it
should be noted that it is also necessary for K to be greater than 0. This ensures that b has
a positive value.
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If a performance variable that dictates the required cd and 'd is specified, then the
appropriate a and b parameters may be approximated. For this design procedure, the
system settling time is selected as this variable. The settling time is related to the desired
natural frequency and damping through the standard equation [18]:
4t,- (5.13)
The design process is to then select a settling time and assume a nearly critical damping
(ýd= .9). This defines cOd through equation 5.13. Equations 5.12 can then be utilized to
find the required a and b to meet these specifications. Here a warning should be issued in
terms of selecting the settling time as a design parameter. If the settling time is chosen
too small, the actuator dynamics which were originally ignored may become significant.
Specifically, the settling time should be selected such that the systems natural frequency
is far less than that of the actuator (refer to section 3.7 for details on modeling the
steering actuator) in order to justify the original assumptions of this analysis.
Here it is noted that these calculations should be done at the nominal cruising speed.
For instance, if the vehicle is expected to operate between 2 m/s and 4 m/s while in
reverse, 2 m/s should be the design speed. Evaluating equations 5.11, for a given a and b
combination, it is clear that the damping will remain constant and that the natural
frequency will increase with v. As a result, referencing equation 5.13, the settling time
will decrease with greater speed. This ensures that the settling time is at or below the
specified value for the operational range. If, however, 4 m/s is chosen as the design point,
the settling time will increase with a reduction in v. As a result, the specified settling time
will be exceeded if the vehicle is traveling at any speed lower than 4 m/s. As an
alternative, a fixed settling time may be selected and the controller gains may be
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scheduled with v, as opposed to selecting a fixed set of gains for the entire operating
range.
If the linearization presented in equation 5.7 is used, this mechanism-based controller
may be compared to the pure pursuit controller presented in section 4.2, repeated below
for convenience.
d 2Lb (Yd -Y)) (5.14)
Comparing this equation to equation 5.7, it becomes apparent that there is a strong
relationship between the two controllers. Indeed, the parameter a, referring to Figure 5.4,
is analogous to a look-ahead distance. Thus, if a is set equal to La, the two controller are
identical if b is defined as below.
b 2L2  (5.15)(a + 2Lb)
This is an interesting result in that it casts the mechanism-based controller as a variant on
pure pursuit (pure pursuit under kinematic assumptions about vehicle performance).
Indeed, one may interpret the mechanism-based controller as pure pursuit with the added
flexibility of an extra tunable parameter.
Following the pattern for analysis set forth in chapter 4, it is now reasonable to
validate the above by incorporating actuator dynamics and a dynamic model. The design
speed was selected as 2 m/s with a settling time of 5.5 seconds and damping of .92. The
resulting parameters a and b for Talos-I were then found to be 5.1 m and 1.67 m
respectively. The a and b parameters for Talos-II, calculated under the same
specifications, were 5.1 m and 1.9 m respectively. The resulting pole-zero plots for Talos-
I and Talos-II are presented below in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Talos-I Pole-Zero Plot for Mechanism-based Controller
Pole-Zero Map
Figure 5.6: Talos-II Pole-Zero Plot for Mechanism-based Controller
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Here the mechanism-based controller predicts a significant increase in performance over
pure pursuit in reverse. Specifically, at the full range of speeds, system damping for both
Talos-I and Talos-II is greater than .9 with an associated overshoot of less than .1% .
Several precautions must be taken when implementing this controller. First, if the
controller was realized by a physical linkage as opposed to a software based system, the
cross-track error between the vehicle and the desired path could not exceed the value of
the parameter a. As a physical realization of the controller is not practical, a software
approach is assumed in which the cross-track error could be greater than a. In such a case,
the value of a is temporarily set to the value of the cross-track error. Drawing an analogy
to the pure pursuit controller, the point at which the virtual mechanism is affixed to the
path is equivalent to the pure pursuit goal point. It is essential that a goal point always be
defined, otherwise the controller will have discontinuities in which it produces no
response or an error. Temporarily increasing the parameter a to alleviate this condition is
a reasonable decision as, referring to equation 5.11, a larger a value may degrade path
tracking but will increase the system damping and reduce the system's natural frequency.
Thus, this approach will not induce instability.
As illustrated in [22], the mechanism can reach a locked position in which the angle
y is equal to ±1800. If the mechanism is realized physically, this is a failure mode.
However, in software, this can be easily combated by limiting the angle y to the range of
±90'. Mathematically this can be expressed as the following:
tan bsin(y if-90 <Y<90
,Lb -b cos(r)
i= tan-1-b if( 900 < y < 180  (5.16)
Lb f -180° <<-90°
Lb
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However, this formulation fails to handle the case in which 7 is exactly +180'. In such a
situation, the vehicle needs to execute a complete U-turn in order to realign itself with the
path, yet a specification for turning either left or right is not clear. In such a case, the
decision is made for the controller to choose right or left based on the last control signal.
More precisely, given that 6i-old is the last control signal and y = +1800, then 6i is given by
the following:
ii = tan- 1 sign(i_old d )b (5.17)
If a previous control signal is not defined, such as in the case of a new path having just
been sent by the higher level planner, then the controller should issue an error and fail to
execute. In essence, the controller has no basis for making a logical decision about the
correct action to execute. The purpose of being able to handle values of Iyn > 900,
however, is the preservation of the ability for the planner to generate such paths based on
its understanding of how the controller will respond. For instance, if it was desired for the
vehicle to do a U-turn in reverse (though this would not presumably happen often) then
the planner could create a precise clothoidal path or it could search for the linear path
with [yI > 900 such that the vehicle would produce the desired motion. This is a powerful
capability that represents one of the key benefits of pure pursuit-like control schemes for
ground vehicles.
5.5 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter investigated the problem of stabilizing a vehicle driving in reverse by
building on the foundation presented in chapter 4. First, the pure pursuit controller was
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investigated as a potential candidate. Here, this analysis made key assumptions
concerning the operational range of speeds to simplify the design process. Specifically, it
was assumed that both a constant look-ahead distance and an Ackerman based mapping
from the pure pursuit curvature to steering angle would be sufficient. Developing a pole-
zero plot of the system over .5 to 3.5 m/s then indicated that the system was stable and
reasonably well damped. Second, a brief description of a simulated-based controller was
provided. This approach was nearly identical to that presented in section 4.5 with a trivial
difference in the simulation model. Finally, an alternative controller was presented based
on the concept of a mechanical linkage. Analysis showed that this controller offered,
through the specification of a settling time, a simple means for approximating the
required tuning parameters. These parameters were then validated on a full dynamic
model which included actuator dynamics.
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6 Results
This chapter will present the results of implementing the controllers presented in chapters
4 and 5. These results will include pure pursuit for forward driving, the simulation-based
controller for forward driving, pure pursuit for driving in reverse, the mechanism-based
controller for driving in reverse, and the simulation-based controller for driving in reverse.
In order to evaluate these controllers, results were collected with MIT's race vehicle
Talos-II traversing pre-defined courses. In the specifications given by DARPA, a
qualifying test was required prior to official entry into the Urban Challenge. The rules
governing this qualifying test outlined the creation of a test-site course; for simplicity,
those rules are not provided here, but instead Figure 6.1 presents the official test-site
course designed for the MIT qualifying event. Many of the results that follow were
collected from this course. Additional results were then collected using the figure eight
test path presented in Figure 6.2. It should be noted prior to evaluating these results that it
was necessary to low-pass filter all of the steering command signals. This was a result of
noise from the velocity estimate, which impacted the calculation of the desired steer
angle as well as the magnitude of the look-ahead distance. For Talos-II, the cutoff
frequency for the low-pass filter was 1.67 Hz. This filter significantly reduced chatter and
produced no compromise in performance.
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Figure 6.1: MIT Test-Site Course
Figure 6.2: Figure-Eight Controller Evaluation Course
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6.1 Pure Pursuit for Forward Driving
One of the key features of the pure pursuit algorithm is the ability to track paths
which have discontinuous first and second derivatives. To evaluate this capability, the
test site course of Figure 6.1 was approximated by a simple rectangular path. The results
of traversing this coarse path at 4 m/s and 6 m/s are presented below in Figure 6.3. These
results use the look-ahead tuning presented in section 4.3.
Figure 6.3: Talos-II Tracking a Coarse Rectangular Path
It is clear from this figure that the pure pursuit controller, by previewing the path
ahead, is able to smoothly transition through the sharp 900 turns. Moreover, this figure
clearly illustrates the impact that the look-ahead distance has on path tracking. At lower
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speeds the look-ahead distance is smaller and Talos-II is much closer to the comer before
a turn is initiated. Conversely, at higher speeds the look-ahead distance is larger and
Talos-II will begin turning earlier, which results in a more gradual turn. To help quantify
this feature, Figure 6.4 presents the desired steer angle specified by the pure pursuit
controller as a function of the total distance traveled and Figure 6.5 presents the look-
ahead distance, also as a function of the total distance traveled. Here it should be noted
that the fluctuations in the look-ahead distance are a result of the noise associated with
Talos-II's speed estimate. As expected, these figures show that the turn is much sharper
at lower speeds then at higher speeds. This is a natural result as sharp turns are inherently
safer when negotiated at lower speeds. Indeed, this is the driving force behind speed
scheduling the look-ahead distance.
Figure 6.4: Desired Steering Angle for Traversing Rectangular Path
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Figure 6.5: Look-Ahead Distance for Traversing Rectangular Path
The cross-track error associated with these runs is now presented below in Figure 6.6.
Here the peaks in the cross-track error occur as Talos-II enters the corners of the
specified rectangular path. As expected, at higher speeds the peak cross-track error is
larger as a result of a more gradual turn. Moreover, as Talos-II exits a turn there is some
nominal overshoot before it returns to a steady-state tracking of the path. At 6 m/s this
overshoot is almost 60 cm while at a speed of 4 m/s the peak overshoot is only on the
order of 25 cm. Additionally, at 4 m/s the root-mean-squared error (RMS) is .335 m while
at 6 m/s the RMS error is .706 m. These results clearly illustrate the coupling between
vehicle speed and tracking performance. Finally, it is also worth noting that the
algorithms outlined in Chapter 2 yield a smooth specification for the cross-track error.
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Figure 6.6: Cross-Track Error for Traversing a Rectangular Path
Attention is now given to the pure pursuit controller tracking smooth paths.
Referring to Section 2.1, a smooth path is a dense discretization of a path having
continuous first and second order derivatives. For this evaluation, the course of Figure 6.2
was used. Figure 6.7 presents results for Talos-II traversing the figure eight course at
speeds of 2 m/s and 4 m/s. The associated cross-track errors for these runs are presented
in Figure 6.8. The RMS errors associated with these runs were .272 m and .497 m
respectively. Here all the errors associated with tracking the path once again increase
with speed. Additionally, cross-track error arises as the pure pursuit controller transitions
from one constant curvature path segment to another constant curvature path segment.
The magnitude of this transitional cross-track error is also a function of speed. If better
tracking is desired, the simple solution is to then vary the speed commands such that
Talos-II would slow during these transitions.
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Figure 6.8: Cross-Track Error for Traversing Figure Eight Course
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Though not the focus of this work, the selection of a desired speed (Sd) significantly
impacts the performance of the pure pursuit controller. A reasonable approach to this
problem is to assume that the path curvature (pafth) should be less than or equal to 1/nLa,
where n is a tunable factor of safety. Substituting in the speed dependence of La yields the
following equation:
1
Kpath n! (6.1)
nKLaS
The desired speed may then be found by solving the above equation for s, as in equation
6.2 below.
1
sd = (6.2)
nKpathKLa
In implementing this method, the path curvature should be based on the position of the
goal point along the path, as opposed to the projected position of the vehicle onto the path.
This will incorporate a certain level of feedforward that will provide the time necessary
for the vehicle to slow down before it transitions from one path curvature to the next. To
further illustrate the need to select the desired speed carefully, Figure 6.9 presents results
for Talos-II traversing the figure eight course at a speed of 6 m/s while Figure 6.10
presents the associated cross-track error. Here the deviation from the path reaches a peak
value of 2 m with an RMS error of .872 m. Though a less conservative look-ahead
distance could be selected, this error should be interpreted as an indicator of poor speed
selection as opposed to poor controller performance.
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Figure 6.9: Talos-II Traversing Figure Eight Course at 6 m/s
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To gauge the general robustness of the pure pursuit controller, step inputs were
commanded at a speed of 10 m/s. These experiments were done by commanding Talos-II
to track a straight line until it reached the steady-state speed, at which point the desired
path was shifted to the left or right. For safety, the size of the step input was
incrementally increased from 1 to 10 m. The results of this experimentation for a 10 m
step are presented in Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12. In general, this test was highly
successful with less than a 5% overshoot. This result suggests that the actual system has
slightly greater damping than expected based on the models of Chapter 4. Model
accuracy would, of course, benefit from precise knowledge of many parameters, such as,
cornering stiffness and mass distribution.
Figure 6.11: 10 m Step in Desired Path
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Figure 6.12: Cross-Track Error for 10 m Step Input
6.2 Simulation-based Control for Forward Driving
The simulation-based controller (SBC for short) offers slightly different performance
characteristics than the traditional pure pursuit controller. Presented in Figure 6.13 are
results for Talos-II traversing the figure eight course at 2 m/s and 4 m/s. The associated
cross-track errors and desired steer angle are than presented in Figure 6.14 and Figure
6.15 respectively. For these runs the RMS errors were .116 m and .374 m respectively.
The simulation-based controller shows a clear improvement in tracking during the
turns of the figure eight course. However, as the simulation-based controller transitions to
the straight-aways, it converges more slowly than the traditional pure pursuit controller.
Indeed, the simulation-based controller exhibits its peak deviations during these regions.
Additionally, the simulation-based controller, at low speeds, produced a noisy command
signal; this was a result of the noise associated with differentiating the steering wheel
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encoders (refer to Section 4.5 for greater detail). Despite these factors, the RMS errors for
the simulation-based controller were slightly smaller than those associated with the pure
pursuit controller.
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Figure 6.13: Talos-II Traversing Figure Eight Course with SBC
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Figure 6.14: Cross-Track Error for Figure Eight Course with SBC
Figure 6.15: Desired Steer Angle for Figure Eight Course with MPC
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Results for the simulation-based controller tracking the figure eight course at 6 m/s
second are now presented in Figure 6.16 with the associated cross-track error presented in
Figure 6.17. For this run the RMS error was .841 m. These figures more dramatically
illustrate the overshoot associated with the simulation-based controller as Talos-II enters
the course straight-aways.
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Figure 6.16: Talos-H Traversing Figure Eight Course at 6 m/s with SBC
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Figure 6.17: Cross-Track Error for Figure Eight Course at 6 m/s with SBC
As with the pure pursuit controller, the simulation-based controller is capable of
tracking non-smooth paths. Presented in Figure 6.18 are results for the simulation-based
controller tracking a rectangular path at 2 m/s and 4 m/s. The associated cross-track errors
are presented in Figure 6.19. As compared to the pure pursuit controller, the simulation-
based controller exhibits significantly greater overshoot as it exits the turns. At 6 m/s the
pure pursuit controller overshoot is on the order of 60 cm while the simulation-based
controller exhibits a deviation of approximately 2.5 m. Additionally, the RMS errors for
these runs were .632 m (2 m/s) and 1.107 m (4 m/s) respectively, significantly larger than
the errors associated with identical runs of the pure pursuit controller. These performance
differences are most likely do to modeling error; the kinematic model does not capture
system dynamics and the actuator model is a continuous approximation of a discrete
system. These errors are seemingly more pronounced with non-smooth paths.
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Figure 6.19: Cross-Track Error for SBC Tracking Rectangular Path
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The advantage of using the simulation-based controller, however, is the ability to
handle situations in which the controller needs to rapidly unwind the steering wheel from
its current position in order to avoid overshooting the target. The traditional pure pursuit
controller, because it lacks any awareness of where the steering wheels are at a given
moment, fails to handle these situations. To test this capability, Talos-II was first
commanded to turn its wheels full to the left (from the driver's perspective). Talos-II was
then commanded to accelerate up to 8 m/s while tracking a path at an angle of 260 from
its initial heading. The results of this experiment for both the simulation-based and pure
pursuit controllers are presented in Figure 6.20. The associated cross-track errors and
desired steering angle are then presented in Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22 respectively. It is
clear that the simulation-based controller starts unwinding the steering wheel much more
rapidly, resulting in far less overshoot of the desired path. This represents a marked
improvement over the pure pursuit controller and could successfully avoid situations in
which instability would result.
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Figure 6.21: Cross-Track Error for Comparing SBC and Pure Pursuit Controller
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Figure 6.22: Desired Steer Angle for SBC vs. Pure Pursuit Controller
6.3 Pure Pursuit for Driving in Reverse
The pure pursuit controller for driving in reverse was evaluated on the figure eight
test course with Talos-II traveling at a speed of 3 m/s. The results of this evaluation are
presented in Figure 6.22 with the associated cross-track error and desired steer angle
presented in Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24 respectively. The pure pursuit controller
exhibited excellent path tracking with less than 16 cm of peak path deviation and an RMS
error of .0342 m. These results substantially validate the assumptions mad in Section 5.1.
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Figure 6.23: Pure Pursuit Controller for Reverse at 3 m/s
6.24: Cross-Track Error for Pure Pursuit Controller in R
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Figure 6.25: Desired Steer Angle for Pure Pursuit Controller in Reverse
6.4 Mechanism-based Control for Driving in Reverse
Results for the mechanism-based controller are presented in Figure 6.26, Figure
6.27, and Figure 6.28. Here the peak cross-track error is slightly greater than that for the
pure pursuit controller in reverse (45 cm vs. 15 cm). Additionally, the RMS error for this
run was .207 m. These results should not suggest that any strong conclusion be made as
the mechanism-based controller exhibited slightly better performance on Talos-I than did
the pure pursuit controller. Additionally, results were taken without any adjustments to
the parameters designed in section 5.4. Slight modifications to these tuning parameters
may increase performance. Ultimately, adjustments were not made as the results
presented here are more than sufficient for Team MIT's entry into the DUC.
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Figure 6.26: Mechanism-based Controller for Reverse at 3 m/s
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6.5 Simulation-based Control for Driving in Reverse
Results for the simulation-based controller traversing the figure eight evaluation
course at a speed of 3 m/s are presented in Figure 6.29, Figure 6.30, and Figure 6.31. Here
the overall performance produced a peak deviation of 25 cm with an RMS error of .082 m.
As noted in Section 6.3, the simulation-based controller once again exhibited noisy
oscillations in the desired steer angle. Reducing the bandwidth of the low-pass filter used
on the differentiation of the wheel encoder position would help reduce this phenomenon.
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Figure 6.29: SBC for Reverse at 3 m/s
Figure 6.30: Cross-Track Error for SBC in Reverse
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Figure 6.31: Desired Steer Angle for SBC in Reverse
As with forward driving, the simulation-based controller is especially well suited to
handling situations in which it is necessary to counter steer vary rapidly in order to
maintain stability. Like the test described in Section 6.2, Talos-II was initially aligned
with its wheels positioned fully to the right. Talos-II was then commanded to accelerate
up to 4 m/s while tracking a straight line oriented at 2060 to the vehicle's initial forward
heading. The results for conducting this experiment on the simulation-based controller
and the mechanism-based controller are presented in Figure 6.32, Figure 6.33, and Figure
6.34. These figures clearly show that the simulation-based controller initially overshot but
was able to rapidly correct and reacquire the desired path. The mechanism-based
controller exhibited the same overshoot, but was unable to reacquire the path and went
entirely unstable. Admittedly, if some speed control logic was actively slowing Talos-II
from 4 m/s, the mechanism-based controller may have regained stability.
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Figure 6.33: Cross-Track Error for MPC vs. Pure Pursuit Style Controller
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6.6 Conclusions
All of the controllers presented here exhibited reasonable to excellent tracking
performance. In general, pure pursuit style controllers will exhibit excellent tracking
performance as long as the vehicle's commanded speed is chosen appropriately. Indeed,
the tuning procedures outlined in this thesis were generally rather conservative; at higher
speeds this resulted in smooth driving with a tendency to tolerate some nominal cross-
track error, typically less than .5 m. If a smaller KL, was selected, an improvement in
tracking performance would result at the expense of some stability margin. Another key
result of this work is that the simulation-based controllers are able to successfully handle
many of the failure modes associated with typical pure pursuit. This was successfully
demonstrated for both forward and reverse driving.
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Appendix A
This appendix introduces some simple models that may be used to prevent such
catastrophic conditions as lateral sliding and rollover. Additionally, some discussion will
be given to how this modeling may be used to help select a safe driving speed. This
section borrows heavily from the work presented in [28].
A.1 Vehicle Rollover
Vehicle rollover can be a complicated condition to predict and much research is given to
the topic. However, using a model of the vehicle in which the suspension system is
effectively taken as rigid, a reasonable predictor of rollover can be developed with
fundamental principles of mechanics. Figure A.1 presents a free-body diagram of a
vehicle in which F and N denote the tire friction forces and normal forces respectively.
Subscripts R and L then indicate whether the force acts on the left or right side of the
vehicle. For this model, the distinction between front and rear wheels is ignored.
Moreover, the yaw (I), pitch (0), and roll (co) of the vehicle are used to resolve the force
due to gravity into xb, yb, and zb components relative to the vehicle's body fixed frame.
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Figure A.1: Vehicle Free-Body Diagram (from Rear)
For a vehicle taking a turn, the tipping point is the contact location between either
the edge of the left or the edge of the right tire and the road. For purposes of illustration,
the left tire is chosen as the tipping point P. The sum of the moments about P is then
given as the following:
E Mp =-mgzd-mgyh+2NRd (A.1)
The angular momentum about P is differentiated in order to determine the sum of the
moments in terms of path curvature (k). The following results:
XMp =mv2 kh (A.2)
At the onset of rollover, NR is identically zero. Combining equation A.1 and A.2
yields the simple rollover condition about the left tire as the following:
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Repeating the same procedure for rolling over the right tire yields the following:
gzd -gyh (A.4)
v2h
Combining these results yields the maximum and minimum curvature constraints for a
vehicle traveling at a speed v:
kmin,max= - gyh T gd (A.5)
v2 h
This can now be used to ensure that the steering command issued by the controller will
produce a safe vehicle response. More specifically, equation 3.24 can be rewritten as the
following:
S= Lb + -ir f)mvx (A.6)
This yields the following steering constraints:
3 min,max = Lb + (A.7)
It should be noted that there are alternative formulations for A.7 based on different
models of the vehicle kinematics or dynamics. Chapter 3 provides a good summary of the
most common vehicle models.
A.2 Lateral Sliding
Lateral sliding is another performance failure mode. This will occur when the
maximum friction forces from the tires can no longer provide the centripetal force
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necessary to maintain the vehicle's heading. The resultant maximum traction force is
assumed to be pnmg z where p is the coefficient of friction between the tires and the road
surface and m is the mass of the vehicle. The coefficient of friction is usually taken as .8
or .9 for dry pavement [6]. Using the coordinate frame shown in figure A.1, for a positive
turn (positive rate of rotation about the zb axis) the sum of the forces in the lateral
direction then yields the following:
SFy= mngz +mgy (A.8)
For a negative turn (negative rate of rotation about the zb axis) the sum of the forces in the
lateral direction yields the following:
Fy = -mg z + mgy (A.9)
Combining A.8 and A.9 with the required centripetal force (mv2K) yields the following
constraint on allowable path curvature:
Kmin,max y :rFgz (A.10)
As in equation A.7, these can be mapped to constraints on the steering input as in the
following equation:
6 min,max = 4Lb + (A.11)
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Figure A.2 illustrates the steering constraints for Talos-I traveling at a bank angle of 50 .
Figure A.2: Typical Steering Angle Constraints
An additional consideration that could prove beneficial to future research exploits is
the use of these safety criteria for tuning the pure pursuit look-ahead distance. As shown
in Chapter 6, the average cross-track error found for pure pursuit is a function of the
look-ahead distance selected. By scheduling the pure pursuit look-ahead distance with
vehicle speed, the designer has effectively ensured that high fidelity tracking at that speed
is constrained to paths with a maximum curvature of 1/La. As a substitute to the design
procedure utilized in Chapter 4, the maximum and minimum allowable path curvatures
could be used to select the look-ahead distance at every instant based on the vehicle's
orientation. Assuming flat ground, the look-ahead distance would vary as presented
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below in Figure A.3. Here it is also shown how the inclusion of a factor of safety (n)
might impact the tuning of the look-ahead distance. As is clear from the figure, this
approach can yield a far less conservative look-ahead distance. As such, this approach
may be suitable for high performance driving, especially considering that this formulation
could account for inclined terrain.
4 6 8
Speed (m/s)
10 12
Figure A.3: Look-ahead Distance Tuning Using Vehicle Performance Constraints
A.3 Speed Regulation
As implemented for team MIT, the controller uses equations A.7 and A.11 to
verify that the outputted steering command is safe for the vehicle's traveling speed. If the
steering input is found unsafe, the steering command is set to the maximum or minimum
(based on the direction of the turn) allowable steer angle for that speed. However, a more
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sophisticated approach would be to also reduce the vehicle's desired speed such that the
controller's originally requested steer angle would become safe. This logic is presented
graphically in figure A.2. In this figure, vs, is the speed command sent to the speed
controller, Kd is the curvature specified by the pure pursuit controller, and &d is the desired
steering angle command (calculated from cd and the vehicle's current speed). The logic
of this speed regulator is to first store the original pure pursuit specified steer angle in
memory (stored as ,o in figure A.2) and then proceed to check that 3d is within the bounds
set by equations A.7 and A.11. If this is not the case, 6d is set to the maximum or
minimum (once again based on the direction of the turn) allowable steering angle. The
logic then compares 6d with the originally specified steering angle to determine if the
vehicle's speed command should be reduced. In the case that these values are not the
same, the speed command is set to the speed that would have produced a feasible steering
command had the vehicle been traveling at that speed when jd was calculated.
It should be understood that this is a precautionary approach to speed regulating.
In the nominal case, the speed command specified by the planner is left unaltered. This
approach merely attempts to coordinate speed and steering when the vehicle approaches a
potential failure mode. It should also be stressed that this approach was not implemented
or tested and that it is left as a future research pursuit. A particular application of this
approach may be high-speed, agile driving.
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Figure A.4: Emergency Speed Regulator
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Appendix B
This appendix presents an alternative controller for forward driving. Motivated by the
analysis done in section 5.4, the mechanism-based controller is developed as an
alternative to pure pursuit. As was discussed in section 5.4, the mechanism-based
controller can be interpreted as a pure pursuit style controller with greater flexibility as
a result of having an additional tuning parameter. The aim of this appendix will be to
thus extend the mechanism controller to forward driving and then briefly present a
methodology for tuning the controller parameters in a manner analogous to that done
for reverse.
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B.1 Mechanism-based Controller for Forward Driving
The mechanism-based controller for forward driving is presented below in Figure B. 1.
Figure B.1: Mechanism Controller for Forward Driving
As before the controller may be realized by a virtual mechanical linkage comprised of
two links: a variable length link and fixed length link. The resulting control law is the
following:
L+bco = tan-1 b sinsy (B.1)
Applying the same methodology of section 5.4, the linearized system for straight line
following is given below:
b(yd - y) b(Lbb) (Lb
a(L b + b ) (L b + b )
(B.2)
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An alternative linearization can be derived by assuming the yaw angle F is small, which
yields the following:
b(y d - ) b(B.3)
a(Lb + b) V(Lb + b)
The full linear system is now given in equation B.4 with the transfer function from cross-
track error y to desired lateral position yd given in equation B.5.0 v -- 0
= -vb -vb + vb vb d (B.4)
S Lba(Lb +b) Lb(Lb +b) Lba(Lb +b)
v2b
y(s) Lba(Lb + b) (B.5)
Yd(S) vb v2b
s 2 + s+
Lb (Lb + b) Lba(Lb + b)
Here it is interesting to note that the full linear system is nearly identical to the linear
system for reverse (equation 5.9) except that the term (Lb- b) is replaced by the quantity
(Lb + b).
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B.2 Parameter Tuning
Using the model from equation B.4, the natural frequency and damping of the system
are given by the following:
b
en =V
Lba(Lb + b)
(B.6)
1 ab
2 Lb (Lb + b)
For a specified damping and natural frequency, ad and cod respectively, the parameters a
and b are then given by the following:
2 v~d
ad
(C.7)
= 
2wddLbb=
(v - 2 ýdcdLb)
Here it is clear that the term b is now discontinuous and that for certain values of ýd and
NCd the value of b will not be positive. As a result, the design approach is the following:
schedule the parameters a and b for the operating range of speeds vmi, and v,ma such that
the parameter b is positive and continuous in this range. This is a surprisingly intuitive
approach as most vehicles with an automatic transmission have a nominal cruising speed
when there is zero throttle input and the DARPA challenge constraints all vehicles to a
maximum speeds of 13 m/s. In the instances in which the vehicle is traveling at a speed
below the specified minimum, the values of a and b for the speed Vmi, are selected. This is
analogous to the approach selected for tuning the look-ahead distance for the pure pursuit
controller in section 4.3.
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Adopting the above approach and selecting a minimum speed vmin then yields the
following condition for the acceptable value of d and cod:
4d0)d < Vmin (B.7)2 Lb
Satisfying B.7 ensures that the parameter b will be positive and continuous for all speeds
greater than vmin. Using equation 5.13 then yields the following condition on the system's
settling time ts:
ts > 8Lb (B.8)
Vmin
Selecting a vmi, of 2.5 m/s, a ýd of .7, and a ts of 11.0 sec (OWd is defined through equation
5.13) yields the a and b velocity dependence that is illustrated in Figure B.2.
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Figure B.2: Velocity Dependence of Parameters a and b
The results presented in Figure B.2 are somewhat intuitive as a controller with a
larger b parameter will turn more sharply at a specified speed then will the same
controller operating with a smaller value of b. Thus, at low speeds, a larger b is
acceptable, if not desired, as sharper turns will not produce instability. However, at
greater speeds it is necessary to decrease the value of the b parameter to ensure that
system maintains a stable response. Similarly, equation B.7 clearly illustrates that the
system needs an a parameter that increases with speed in order to maintain a constant ~d
and Owd.
Using the full dynamic model for Talos-I, including actuator dynamics, yields
the dominant poles presented in Figure B.3. Here the poles are shown illustrated over a
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range of speeds from .5 to 13 m/s, incremented by .5 m/s. At a speed of 13 m/s the
dynamic model predicts a damping of .521 and an overshoot of 14.7 %.
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Figure B.3: Pole-Zero Map for Mechanism-based Forward Controller
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Appendix C
Team MIT employed two vehicles for development: a test-bed 2006 Ford Escape and a
2006 Land Rover LR3 race vehicle. This section will provide general information on
the sensor's associated with each vehicle as well as key technical specifications which
were relevant to this work.
C.1 Vehicles
The 2006 Ford Escape used for initial testing was dubbed Talos-1 and is
presented below in Figure C. 1.
J`igure c.1: Ialos-I (zoub Ford Escape) at Site Visit Course
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Talos-I is equipped with an adjustable sensor suite that can be used to accommodate a
large number of laser range finders (SICK LMS-291 S05 lidars) and radar systems
(Delphi ACC3). Additionally, the Escape is quipped with a NAVCOM GPS unit and an
XSens inertial measurement unit (IMU) that provides 6-DOF information on the
vehicle's movement. Additionally an interface was established which acquired wheel
encoder information from the vehicle's on board computer. Fusing the IMU information
with speed estimates from the wheel encoders provided a dead-reckoned estimate of the
vehicle's position.
Through a donation from Quanta Computer, Inc., the vehicle is equipped with a
Fujitsu-Siemens BX600 Blade Cluster that can hold up to ten BX620 computers. Each
BX620 computer contains four 2.3 GHz, 64 bit CPUs (quad-core). This provided the
substantial computing power for the addition of Point Gray Firefly MV cameras to the
external sensor suite. However, such a large computing center required significant power
generation. This was handled by a rear mounted Honda EU3000 power generator.
Alternative options were considered, such as an alternator based solution, but the
generator provided cheap, reliable power that easily met system needs. Moreover, any
solution relying upon the vehicle's internal electrical system would have been more
expensive and would have required a significant installation time in which the vehicle
would not be operational.
The official race vehicle, a Land Rover LR3, was dubbed Talos-II. This vehicle runs
on the same computing architecture, sensor suite, and EMC actuator system as that of
Talos-I. The vehicles differ in that Talos-II represents a refinement in vehicle engineering.
First, the external Honda EU3000 generator was replaced by an internally mounted RV
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generator that runs directly off of the vehicle's fuel supply. Second, the LR3 is equipped
with an external air-conditioner which compensates for the immense heat produced by
the BX600 Blade Cluster. Third, a more modular installation was achieved which
allowed the inclusion of a firewall between vehicle occupants and the computer system
and generator. This modular installation also preserved the rear seats, thereby allowing
more engineers access to the car at a given time. Finally, the LR3 was outfitted with an
Applanix POSLV 220 GPS/INS (inertial navigation system) that provides a complete
state estimate by fusing wheel odometry, high-precision IMU data, and differential GPS.
The precision of this system far exceeds that of Talos-I.
rigure U.z: alos-li (ulock-wise trom -lop-Left) Side View with T'op Mounted AC Unit; Front
Sensor Suite; Modular Rear Compartment Design; Rear Firewall and Access Panel.
As was briefly explained in the Introduction to this work, both vehicles are
controlled by a drive-by-wire system provided by Electronic Mobility Controls (EMC).
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The AEVIT (Advanced Electronic Vehicle Interface Technology) system provided by
EMC consists of a servo mounted directly to the steering column and a single servo
actuator for both brake and gas. This configuration provides a certain measure of safety
as the brake and gas can never be actuated simultaneously. In addition to providing
closed-loop motor control for the steering column and gas/brake vehicle inputs, AEVIT
also provides electronic control of the drive-train; via a digital serial connection, the
vehicle can be placed in Park, Drive, Reverse, and Neutral. Figure C.3 shows the AEVIT
system installed on both Talos-I and Talos-II vehicle.
Sigu .. Talos-II Front, Passenger Seat; Talos-II EMC Inter ce
Talos-11 Front, Passenger Seat; Talos-11 EMC Interface
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Relevant vehicle parameters for both Talos-I and Talos-II are presented below in Table
C. 1. These parameters were taken from literature on each vehicle and were used to
determine the parameters for the modeling done in Chapter 2.
Parameter
Wheelbase (mm)
Track Width - F/R (mm)
Length (mm)
Width (mm)
Height (mm)
Weight (kg)
Weight Dist. - F/R (%)
Turning Circle Dia. (m)
Steering Ratio
(rack and pinion linkage)
Turns Lock-to-Lock
Drag Coefficient
Frontal Area (m2)
Understeer Coefficient (0)
Talos-I
(2006 Ford Escape)
2621.28
15551.94/1534.16
4427.22
1780.54
1788.16
1720
56.4/43.6
11.49
17.9
3.3
.40
2.68
3
Talos-II
(2006 Land Rover LR3)
2885.44
1605.28/1612.9
4849.86
1915.16
1892.3
2579
48.8/51.2
11.460
17.7
3.33
.41
3.15
.34
Table C.1: Relevant Vehicle Parameters
It is noted here that Talos-II has a very small understeer coefficient and behaved very
nearly like a neutral steer vehicle (Chapter 3). Though the parameters above were used
for modeling and analysis, vehicle modifications caused changes to these parameters.
Specifically, the mass and weight distribution of each vehicle was affected by the
addition of a significant amount of equipment. Weighting a vehicle accurately, however,
is a challenging task as weigh stations were not conveniently located near MIT and the
purchase of weighting equipment was not a viable economic option. To help improve
accuracy, the assumption was made that the additional weight added to the vehicles was
roughly uniformly distributed over the entire vehicle. As such, the weight distribution of
both vehicles was assumed to still be consistent with the original manufacturer's
specifications. For the models used in Chapter 4 and 5, mass of Talos-I was adjusted to
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2100 kg and mass of Talos-II was taken as 3000 kg. Using these assumptions, the
cornering stiffness of both vehicles was approximated using equation C.1 below.
Ir -lf)mC = (C. 1)
K, gLb
The cornering stiffness for Tales-I was found to be 50 kN/rad. Talos-II was more difficult
to estimate as the understeer coefficient, given the LR3's weight distribution, should have
been slightly negative (oversteer). Experimentation shows that the modified vehicle is a
slightly understeered vehicle. The decision was thus made to take the cornering stiffness
as 100 kN/rad based on values used in other research experiments and the fact that the
LR3 is equipped with rugged off-road tires. As illustrated in Chapter 6, these modeling
parameters produced reasonable results. Given a greater length of time and greater
financial resources, however, all of these perimeters would have been validated for the
modified vehicle.
C.2 EMC Control System for Steering
The EMC control system receives position commands in millivolts (mV). The
manufacturer's recommended ranges are presented below in Table C.2.
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Gas/Brake Signal
Full Brake
No Gas, No Brake
Full Gas
Steering Signal
Full Left (Smin)
Center (Scntr)
Full Right (Snm)
Corresponding Voltage (mV)
400 1000
2500 2500
3700 4200
600 200
2400 2450
4400 4700
Table C.2: EMC Direct Current Voltage Signals
Using the manufacture's recommended values, the output of the controller
to voltage commands via the following relationship:
(Smax - Smin )Vol t = (Ksteer Sd) + Scenter
71t l
Here the variable Ta, is the total turns lock-to-lock of the steering wheel. Additionally,
turning left (from the perspective of forward facing driver) is taken as the positive
direction of rotation. This is equivalent to having a coordinate axis affixed to the steering
wheel with the z axis pointing towards the driver. This is consistent with the orientation
taken for the angle of the wheels on the ground (refer to Figure 3.2) throughout this work.
Finally, the coefficient Ksteer is used to map from the desired angle of the wheels on the
ground to the steering wheel.
In practice, true center for the steering input can vary depending on the system
setup. To elaborate, the EMC steering actuator can be engaged and disengaged from the
vehicle's steering column. The procedure is as follows: first the driver manually centers
the vehicle's steering wheel. Second, the EMC actuator is centered through a calibration
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(6d) is mapped
(C.1)
Talos-I Talos-II
process specified by the manufacturer. Finally, the EMC actuator is engaged to the
steering column. In this procedure it is difficult to ensure true alignment as the steering
wheel can easily be centered 10 to 50 off true center. Moreover, there is the basic issue of
vehicle wheel alignment degrading as a result of bumps in the road (i.e. the reason wheel
alignment is a standard maintenance procedure).
An easy calibration procedure for correcting these errors is to have the vehicle
track a straight line at a constant speed and record the voltage signal that the controller
outputs at steady-state. Simply put, when an error is present in the calibration, the
controller attempts to correct for the error but the outputted voltage results in straight
driving parallel to the desired path. The net effect is that the error does not diminish and
the control signal remains constant. This was the phenomenon observed in several tests.
Given the setup of the vehicle, this steady-state voltage is now the voltage for true center.
Equation C.1 should then be reformulated with this new voltage for center. In practice,
this calibration procedure can be easily automated.
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Appendix D
This appendix will present the speed controller used by Team MIT. This material is
presented here as it is heavy on implementation and presents the details associated with
the AEVIT (Advanced Electronic Vehicle Interface Technology) system designed and
installed by Electronic Mobility Controls (EMC) of Baton Rouge, Louisiana. In general,
Team MIT's philosophy was to adopt a similar approach to that taken for the steering
control system. Of primary importance was that the controller chosen was simple and
easy to implement with a history of robust operation. Of nearly equal importance was the
specification that the controller require minimal system identification. This was
particularly necessary as access to expensive automotive equipment (such as a
dynamometer) was non-existent and obtaining detailed specifications from the vehicle
manufacturer proved nearly impossible. Ultimately, the controller chosen was a PID
controller that actuated both the gas and brake pedals via the single EMC actuator. This
simple approach proved quite effective despite the large discrepancy between a vehicle's
acceleration and braking dynamics. In composing this section, significant thanks must be
given to Dr. Yoshi Kuwata, Dr. Jon How, and Dr. Emilio Frazzoli as they provided
significant insight into efficiently implementing this system. Many of the ideas and
details presented here arose from discussions with these individuals.
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D.1 EMC Actuator
The EMC gas/brake actuator is a servomechanism that controls both the gas and
brake pedal. Employing a system in which only one actuator controls both pedals
eliminates the possibility that both the gas and brake pedal will be actuated
simultaneously. To achieve this result, the servomechanism rotates a spindle that has an
arm with a roller attached at one position and cable affixed at another position. The
opposing end of this cable is attached to the underside of the gas pedal. To actuate the
brake, the servo rotates counter-clockwise and the roller arm presses on the brake pedal.
If the actuator rotates clockwise, the affixed cable is wound up and the gas pedal is pulled
down. This is illustrated graphically in Figure D.1 below.
SDriv Arm
Clamping
Pin
135"
Figure D.1: EMC Gas/Brake Actuator
The position of the servomechanism, and thus the position of either the gas or brake pedal,
is determined by the DC voltage sent to the mechanism itself. These voltage ranges are
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specified in Table C.2. The manufacturer specified neutral position for the actuator is a
voltage of 2500 mV. Voltages greater then 2500 mV depress the gas pedal while voltages
below 2500 mV depress the brake pedal. The full gas and full brake ranges, however,
differ from vehicle to vehicle as the geometry of the vehicle's gas and brake pedals as
well as the servomechanism's mounting position are quite different.
D.2 Control Loop and Speed Selection
The control law selected for speed tracking was a basic PID controller augmented
with an anti-windup logic on the integral term. The Laplace transform of the control law
is presented below:
Uaction = Kp (Vcmd - v) + Kd acmd - s + i (vcmd - v) (D.1)
In general the derivative term is generated by a numerical differentiation of velocity
measurements; the result is then smoothed by a first order filter with a time constant of T.
To simplify things further, the vehicle receives commands to increase speed as step
inputs and commands to decrease speed as ramp downs. This behavior is simple to
implement as stopping behaviors can now be created automatically based on where the
vehicle is in the path. As an example, the vehicle can track that it has completed 50
meters of a 100 meter path. If comfortable braking is defined as a deceleration of 2
meters a second, then the required stopping distance is specified. When the stopping
distance and the length remaining in the path are identical, the speed command is
automatically ramped down at 2 m/s. This is the acmd variable that is present in equation
D.1. When step increases in speed are sent, ac,,d is taken as 0. In practice, the required
stopping distance for a comfortable stop (Dc) is created from the following function:
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Dc = Kcsd 2 +av+dextra (D.2)
This is derived from the fact that the distance required for a vehicle to come to a
complete stop from an initial speed v, at a constant deceleration (acmd) is given as the
following:
2
-vd = - (D.3)
2acmd
The term a in equation D.2 is the average time lag from when a braking force is
requested and the actuator actually begins applying that force (taken as .57 seconds). The
distance traveled during that period is av. The final term, d,•ra accounts for half the
length of the car and a prediction of how the car will overshoot the specified stopping
point. The algorithm, thus works as the following: the higher level planner dictates, using
the road speed limit, the max attainable speed the vehicle is allowed to achieve. This is
sent as a step input to the vehicle and it will immediately begin accelerating. As the
vehicle accelerates, it continually checks the value of D,, as specified in equation D.2.
When De and the distance remaining in the path are equal, the vehicle receives a constant
deceleration command (acmd) of -Kc•,2.
In practice this worked well for long paths in which the vehicle could actually
achieve the desired maximum speed. Often, however, small paths would create a surging
and stopping behavior in which the vehicle rapidly accelerated and then immediately
began decelerating. To combat this, a minimum steady-state cruising time is defined
(Tmi,). Assuming the vehicle accelerates at a constant rate (ar), the total distance the
vehicle would travel accelerating up to speed, cruising, and then decelerating to a stop is
given by the following:
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2 2(v
d = + vTmin + KcsdVc +av + dextra (D.4)2ac
Here vc is the target cruising speed. If vc is the maximum allowable speed and d is less
than the length of the path, then the target speed is left as the maximum allowable. If,
however, d is greater than the length of the path, equation D.4 is solved for the cruising
speed which would allow the vehicle to approximately achieve the minimum cruising
time of T,i,,. This is the new specified speed command for the vehicle. If it is desired that
the vehicle not receive step increases in speed, but rather ramp up in speed, ac in equation
D.4 should be replaced with the desired acceleration.
Given the above control law and the speed selection logic, it is necessary to provide
some precaution against windup of the integral term in equation D. 1. Windup, in essence,
is the rapid growth of the integral term when an actuator is saturated. As an example, the
gas pedal may be fully saturated by the control law and the integrator will continue to
grow. This can cause significant overshoot as it may take a considerable amount of time
to "unwind" the integrator. The solution is to monitor if the actuator is being saturated. If
the actuator is not fully actuated, then no action is taken and the controller can run as
normal. If the actuator is saturated, however, the anti-windup term is added to the
integrator and is proportional (using gain K,,,,) to difference in the controller output and
the actuator limit. The control law with the anti-windup logic is presented below in Figure
D.2. It should be stressed that anti-windup is only used when the actuator is saturated,
otherwise this term is zero. Additionally, it is often the case that the output of the actuator
is checked in real time to determine if it is saturated. For this implementation, however,
the maximum and minimum allowable output of the control law is none a priori and can
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be easily compared to the output of the control law at time t to determine if the anti-
windup term should be constructed. This will be further explained in the next section.
Figure D.2: Anti-Windup with PID Control Law
Even with anti-windup in place, it was found that the vehicle's response to a ramp
down in speed was slow as it was necessary to still unwind the integral term, though the
actuator was not saturated. To alleviate this problem, the integral term is reset every time
the vehicle receives a commanded ramp down in speed.
D.3 Voltage Map
Given the PID control law, the output of the control law (U,,ct,,on) is mapped to a
voltage signal that is sent directly to the EMC servomechanism. Experimentation with the
servomechanism and the gas and brake revealed that the servomechanism has a dead
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zone in which it actuates neither the brake nor the gas pedal. This delay in the system is
compounded by the fact that the brake and gas pedal, though physically pressed, have
initial dead bands in which they provide neither a braking nor an accelerating force.
Additionally, vehicles with automatic transmissions have an idol cruising speed in which
they will move forward at a speed of 8 to 10 mph. To achieve speeds below this nominal
cruising speed, it is necessary to actuate the brake. All of these factors impacted the
development of a map from the control law output to the EMC actuator voltage.
In general, the dynamics of accelerating a vehicle and decelerating a vehicle are
very different. This presents a challenge when tuning a single control law across both the
brake and gas pedal. In designing the voltage map, the intention is to tune the gains K,,
Kd, and Ki around the vehicle's response to step increases in the speed command. A
control law output Uo is to then be specified such that a Uaction greater than Uo causes the
vehicle to accelerate and a Uactio less than Uo causes the vehicle to decelerate. To
compensate for the difference in braking and acceleration dynamics, the map will be such
that Um,, and Umin produce an acceleration and deceleration which are approximately
equal in magnitude. This is equivalent to multiplying the output of the control law by an
additional gain when Uactio,, is less than Uo.
The voltage map was then designed around five key voltages, Vmax, Vrest, Vbrake, Vgas,
and Vdecel. Vm,a is defined as the maximum allowable input voltage to the gas pedal. Vbrake
is the voltage that will just cause the brake pedal to begin decelerating the vehicle while
Vga is the voltage that will just press the gas pedal such that it causes the vehicle to
accelerate. Vrest is then the voltage that will keep the vehicle at rest from initial startup.
Generally, Vbrake and Vrest have very similar values. Finally, Vdecel is the voltage that
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produces a deceleration that is approximately equal in magnitude to the acceleration
produced by the input Vma,,.
The decision was made to design a voltage map that is piece-wise linear.
Additionally, so that the vehicle will remain stationary when the controller is initiated, a
control law output of zero is mapped to the voltage Vre"t. The general form of the voltage
map is then illustrated graphically in Figure D.3.
Voltage
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Uaction
Umin
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Figure D.3: General U.,o,. to Voltage Map
A map of this form with the jump from vbrake to Vgas effectively attempts to remove the
dead band from the actuators. Because the actuator can not move instantaneously from
applying brake to applying throttle, some delay is present around a control law output of
Uo. This results in a loss of phase margins in this region. However, the actuator dynamics
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Umax
are significantly faster than those of the car, making it reasonable to ignore this delay in
the system.
Given the design decisions in formulating this voltage map, the slope of the line
joining Vgs and Vm,, is given as the following:
(Vmax - Vgas) (D.5)
mg = (D.5)Umax 
- Uo
Umin is then defined as the following:
(Vrest - Vdecel) (D.6)Umin  (D.6)
mb
In equation D.6, mb is the slope of the brake regime. Additionally, Um. and Umin are
taken as equal in magnitude. It should be noted here that Umin, is a design parameter and
not actually enforced; for safety reasons, the full range of motion of the brake pedal is
preserved. The change over from applying brake to gas is then defined as the following:
U (Vbrak e - Vrest) (D.7)
mb
As a result of deciding to design the control law gains around the vehicle's response to
step increases in the speed command, mg is taken as 1. Combining D.6 and D.7 with D.5
and solving for mb then yields the following:
(2 Vrest - Vdecel - Vbrake) (D.8)
(Vmax - Vgas)
All parameters of the voltage map presented in Figure D.3 are now clearly defined.
In practice, this map was quite effective at producing good acceleration and deceleration
results. However, it was found that when the vehicle reaches the specified cruising speed,
the inertia of the vehicle obviates the need for a significant throttle input to keep the
vehicle at this speed. Indeed, the output of the engine needs to only compensate for
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rolling friction and aerodynamic drag, resulting in a steady-state voltage that is very near
Vg,. As a result, a small amount of noise in the velocity measurements and small
disturbances in the road surface resulted in significant chatter from brake to gas as the
output of the control law oscillated about Uo. Investigation of the voltage map reveals
that this approach does not allow the vehicle to coast when neither gas nor brake are
required to keep the vehicle rolling at the target speed. To compensate, some of the
actuator's dead band was reintroduce as is illustrated in Figure D.4.
Figure D.4: Modified Voltage Map
Uo,,t is now introduced as a design parameter that determines the systems sensitivity to
noise in the region near Uo. Once Uco,, is specified, V, follows below:
Vc = mb Ucoast + Vrest (D.9)
The slope of the line joining Vc and Vga is then given as the following:
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- Vb
mc = gas b (D.10)
Uo - Ucoast
In practice, Uco,t was defined as a fraction of Uo. Values of all parameters required to
define a voltage map for Talos-I and Talos-II are presented in Table D.1.
V,m, (mV)
V9,1 (mV)
Vbrake (mV)
Vrest (mV)
Vdecel (mV)
Ucoast
Talos-I
3900
2750
2300
2230
1500
.3Uo
Talos-II
4700
3250
1800
1700
1300
.3Uo
Table D.1: Volatage Map Parameters for Team MIT
D.4 Speed Control Results
Presented in Figure D.5 and Figure D.6 are results from the speed controller. In both
cases the controller produced nearly zero stead-state error. With a 6 m/s step input the rise
time was approximately 4.15 seconds. Conversely, with a 13 m/s step input the rise time
was approximately 9 seconds. This discrepancy is expected as the vehicle has a
maximum acceleration limit that prevents consistent rise time across all step inputs. This
is much the same way in which the steering actuator has a maximum rate of angular
rotation.
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Figure D.5: Step Input of 6 m/s
Figure D.6: Step Input of 13 m/s
The voltages for each run are also presented. With a 6 m/s step input it is clear that noise
in the system causes the control signal to spike at many instances. However, because of
the coasting regime in the voltage map, these spikes did not actually cause the brake to be
actuated. Moreover, the in car driving was quite smooth. In the case of the 13 m/s step
input the control signal is much smoother. Here the steady-state voltage necessary to keep
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the vehicle moving forward is not as close to the Uo cross-over from brake to gas
actuation. As a result, the noise in the system causes only minimal oscillation in the gas
regime.
As a final consideration, because increases in speed are sent as step inputs, the
controller exhibits a surging behavior when the vehicle accelerates from a stop. This
results from the gas pedal initially being saturated. In Figures D.6, this occurs between 5
and 10 seconds when the voltage signal is at Vm,,. To help smooth driving for the
occupants, the maximum allowable voltage was reduced from the manufacturer's
specifications to one that produced a more natural acceleration. In practice, the need to do
this would be obviated by sending commands to increase speed as ramp ups.
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